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l:atin festival flops

PROUD

too proud to show.

No. 'J.7

KEAN ( '01.LEGE OF NEW JF:RSE\

Dissatisfied Minorities Voice
Grievances At TWM Meeting
by Ofelia Oviedo
The Browsing Room was the
site for a meeting of minority
leaders and representatives on
Friday. The meeting was arranged by the Third World special
interest
publication
Expressions, in response to an article
that appeared in the April. 13 issue of the Independent. T~e article focused on the "dissatisfaction of many Spanish members
about their representation in the
Third World Movement." David
Diaz, president of PROUD,
voiced the grievances of the
Puerto Rican _stu dents in the article.
Representatives from TWM
(Third World Movement) ,
PROUD (Puerto Rican Organization for Unity and
Development), Spanish Cultural
and Social Club, Cuban Committee, Latin Fraternity and
Sorority (Lambda Theta Phi and
Phi Theta Alpha),and ISA, (International Student Association),
attended this meeting. The discussion centered around two
main issues : why are there
various funded minority groups,
and what groups represent the
minorities on campus. Neil
Wheeler, managing editor of Expressions, chaired the meeting
and directed the questions to the
groups.
"lWM, within its constitution
states in Article II, "the purpose
of this organization is to recruit
and to promote the interests of
the Thirdworld students of Kean
College. " ISA and PROUD are
the result of minority groups
within TWM that felt their needs
were not met.
Lorraine Gerome, vice-president of ISA stated that " separate
interests" and " lack of communication " led their constitu ents to break from TWM. David
Diaz, acknowledged that the
lack of communication and the
needs of the Puerto Rican
students influenced their split

fr.om TWM.
Chris Cottle, president of
TWM reaffirmed the fact that
TWM encompasses all minority
students, but not all minority
students participate in the programs.
Cottle stated that he had " no
objection of the breakout' of
PROUD," but felt that others
might inte rpret this as a " destruction " of TWM .
The controversial subject of
the Latin Festival, sponsored by
TWM, was also brought up. This
year 's Latin Festival was held on
the week of April 20-23. Last year,
the festival was attended by a
handful o f students. David Diaz
stated that last year, many of the
Puerto
Rican
students
"boycotted " the activities. The

reasoning behind the lack of input, continued Diaz, was a "disagreement of what was being
done."
Gus Garcia, assistant treasurer
of Student Organization, observed that the minority groups
at Kean , come together during
elections and crucial issue which
effect the student body. According to· Garcia, this is fine, but
" more interaction " is needed
among the groups.
There was an overall consensus that each group strives for
their own "self identity" to
prevent which is the reason why
just one group can have difficulties representing all minority
interests.
Another area of discussion

(Continued on page 20)
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PROUD, SCSC No
Show; TWM Left
With Low Turnout
by Robert Siniakin
"I'm
very
disappointed,"
stated a distraught David Diaz,
president of PROUD (Puerto
Rican Organization for Unity
and Development) referring to
the unsuccessful Latin Festival
which was held over the
weekend. Approximately 120
students participated in the daylong event.
According to Diaz, the purpose of the festival was to .
demonstrate different aspects of
the Latin culture to the Hispanic
students at Kean.
One of the problems with the
f unction, according to Diaz, was
that the Third World Movement

was responsible for putting on a
program
for the
Hispanic
students. He stated, "We should
be able to run our own program."
National Student Association
Coordinator, Joe Ginarte, also a
past president of the Latin Fraternity, stated, " How could you
expect a program to be a success when Third World has only
five Latin members. "
Another problem that contributed to the small turnout at
the Latin Festival was the late
advertisement. Ginarte stated, "I
didn ' t find out about it until 6 or

(Continued on page 20)

Student Planning Board Forms Slowly
by A.M. Forrester
On March 30th, two
concerned students, Carlos de
Sa, Council member, and Paul
Edelen, student representative
to th e Board of Trustees, drew a
compromise betwee n council
members that were against the
renovation
of the Student
Center and members that were
in favor of the improvements.
This resolution called for the
initiation of a study to probe the
merits of renovating the existing
college center, calling for the establishment of a governing
board consisting of representatives from the day, Evening and
Graduate Student Councils. The
resolut io n stated that " th ere is a
percei ved need for improvem e nt of the Student Center,"
and " that the above m entioned
information shall rest upon the
findings of a feasibility study
conducted by a private firm not
res iding in New Jersey ; it must be
stressed and recog nized that the

Photo by John Heyn

This photograph of the Montclair Student C.enler shows many students usJns the fa1cllltles, and al,o ~ 900peof

(Continued on page 20) renovations that could be perfonned on our own.

New Graduate Program Approved for Kean
For the first time in four years,
a new graduate program has
been approved for a state
college in New Jersey. At the
monthly meeting of the State
Board of Higher Education on
Friday, the go ahead was given
for a master of arts in liberal
studies (MALS) at Kean. The
Kean program received approval from the Academic Council of
the Board of Higher Education in
early April and will officially
open its doors in September,
1978.
Although the liberal studies
graduate degree is now offered
by a small number of c.olleges
and universities throughout the
United States, the Kean MALS
will be the only one of its kind in
the geographic area surrounding the college. The Association
of Graduate Liberal Studies
Programs, which received Kean
into full membership in the fall
of 1977, has thirteen members,
including such colleges and
universities as Dartmouth, John
Hopkins, Wesleyan , Georgetown, the University of Michigan at Dearborn, the University
of Southern California and

Southern Methodist University.
The member institutions of the
Association share the common
purpose of offering mature
students a graduate degree
which is interdisciplinary in
nature and non-professional in
intent.

The Kean program has been·
under consideration by a college
task force, comprised of three
administrators and fifteen faculty
members, for the past five years.
The Kean faculty have long been
considered leaders in the field of
interdisciplinary programs in the
New Jersey State Coll ege System .
For the past fifteen years, the
college has offered two such
graduate degrees, both developed primarily for teachers: education and contemporary civilization, and education and the humanities. These programs were
designed to broaden the liberal
arts background of teachers increasingly challenged by the
demands of a pluralistic school
population and the problems of
a rapidly changing local, national
and global society.

Affluent Students Expected
The new MALS program was
developed by the Kean Task
Force to answer many of the
same cultural needs as the two
older graduate programs. It is,
however, aimed at a difJerent
audience. The new students will
be drawn from the growing
numbers attracted to graduate
programs for personal rather
than professional reasons. Task
force consultant Maxine Greene
of Columbia University recognized this segment of the stud ent population when she observed that in relatively affluent
communities like Summit ,
Union, Westfield and the other
areas surrounding Kean, "there
are many people entirely cap. able of doing high level work for
the sake of cultural enrichment
and widened perspectives on the
world." These students are ex~
p~cted to include professionals
such as teachers and librarians as
well as homemakers wanting to
extend
their
intellectual
development
beyond
their
undergraduate
degrees and
middle-management
executives who need a broader cul-

tural perspective in order to
move up the company ladder.
Their common denominator will
be an interest in interdisciplinary studies and an accredited
undergraduate degree.
The curriculum planned for
t-he MALS students was
developed by the Kean College
Task Force. Although following
the broad model of other
graduate liberal studies
programs, the Kean MALS is
different in certain respects . In
keeping with the general approach, the Kean model opens
with an interdisciplinary seminar
based on a contemporary issue
or problem. ·concentrations are
then offered in four areas: fine
arts, literature and music; history, philosophy and religion;
economics, political science,
psychology and sociology; and
educational policy sciences.
Four courses must be chosen
from a major concentration with
two courses in two of the
remaining
concentrations.
Unlike the other models, Kean
students will conclude the
program with two advanced

interdisciplinary seminars in
their
major
concentration,
designed to integrate the total
graduate experience.
The Kean College MALS is
already in operation as a pilot
project funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Under a $50,000 NEH grant, running from January 1976 through
June 1978, the college developed a liberal studies graduate program with a concentration in the
fine arts, literature and music.
Fifty students are currently enrolled, with the first graduate expected to receive a degree in
June. According to Dr. Eileen
Kennedy, director of the p ilot
project and member of the Kean
College English faculty, "Now
that the Board of Higher Education has approved the masters in
liberal studies, Kean can expand
its offerings even further. 'MALS
is a high-calibre program geared
to the needs of professionals
who wish to ~xtend their intellectual interests. MALS is designed to make the insights of scholarship responsive to society's
needs."
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Students Gain Insight
During Biology Seminar
by Kevin P. Davis
Veterans who applied for the
New Jersey Veterans' Tuition
Credit program last semester are
probably interested in the- state
of their applications. The State
Department of Higher Education has forwarded to the Veterans' Coordinator, Steve Vence,
a computer print-out of all
veterans who applied for the
program last semester. The printout must be verified by the Coordinator and is being held for
cross reference during the spring
semester application period.
When the application period
ends on May 26, 1978, the printout will be returned to the Department of Higher Education
for final processing and issui11g
of monies. Veterans who applied
for both the fall and spring semesters may receive one check
covering the amounts for both
periods.
·

Veterans who are in the job
market will be interested to note
that the Office of Veterans Affairs has recently learned of
several positions as Postal Inspector with the U.S. Postal Service. The starting salary is
$15,000, going up to $21,000after
three years. Applicants must
have a BA or BS (or will be
graduating this June) in Business, Accounting, Management
Science, English, or Journalism,
must be willing to travel, an
honorable discharge from the
military, excellent health, under
34 years of age, and must be able
to pass a thorough security clearance. Contact Mike Driscoll, VA
Representative on campus, for
further information.
Good news from the Senate
Committee on Veterans' Affairs
in Washington D.C. According
to a Committee budget report
submitted to the Senate Budget

Committee, consideration is
presently being given to a cost of
living increase in GI Bill benefits
to counter the effects of inflation on the purchasing power of
the veteran student's GI bill
dollar.
The same Senate report had
some praise of the VA campus
representatives. In testimony
before the Subcommittee on
Health and Readjustment, a
number of witnesses noted that
the vet rep program has served
well its purpose of assisting GI
bill veterans and educational
institutions. The program,
however, is In panger of being
severely reduced by Carter Administration 's budget requests.
The Senate Committee has
recommended an increase in the
projected number of vet reps in
order to maintain an appropriate student-veteran to vet rep
ratio .

by Yoseph Abebe
On Tuesday, March 27, 1978, a
rare and significant event took
place at Kean's Biology Department. By the initiation of Dr. R.A.
Virkar, the chairman of the department, Dr. E. Hayet invited
Dr. Harry Carter to lead a seminar on a topic that plays a significant role in Modern Biology:
"Application of Microscopy to
Pathology." A pioneer in this
field, Dr. Harry Carter, from St.
Barnabas Medical Center, presented the seminar in a very professional and creative style. From
the many subjects touched during the seminar, the slide presentation exposed the viewer to
the high resolution and magnification reinforced by contrast and three dimensional view
electron
microscopy
offers.
These and other techniques employed to refine the micographs
for accurate diagnosis is indeed
fa sci na ting.

Troubled Teens Find A Home
" I love them as if I had birthed
them into the world ," says
William Wooten Jr., talking
about the eight boys - all wards
of the state, all teenagers and all
from troubled backgrounds who live with him in his 9½ room
house in Newark.
Three years ago, Wooten, a
recent graduate of Kean College,
Union, worked as an attendance counselor at a Kenilworth
High School and volunteered as
a probation counselor in Eliza-

beth . He was 29 years old, single
and lived alone in a small apartment in Roselle. One day
someone told him a boy he knew
was in jail and Wooten, feeling
badly about it, went down to the
trial. The judge, the lawyer, the
probation counselor and the
boy's minister all asked Wooten
to take the boy home ash is foster
child. Wooten told them it was
an outlandish idea, and refused.
Two weeks later, he received a
letter from the judge telling him

lilOPEF\S'

when and where to pick the boy
up. " All my life I wanted to work
with children in an effective way
- doing something that would
help them. So when I got the letter, I thought I would give it a
try," Wooten says. He brought
the poy home and gave him a
bed in the living room.
Several months later, a friend
asked him to take her grandchild and he did. He moved into
a 6 room apartment and the state
gave him another boy. Eventually, with financial help from
friends, Wooten was able to buy
a house with no down payment;
the former owner also wanted to
help.

"These kids were problem kids
and still are after they arrive,"
says Wooten . "I take them into a
family setting; they call me 'Pop.'
We eat together, go to church
together, shop for food and
things for the house, like a family
does. I tell them that though
their family has problems and
they do too, they have to work
hard to bring themselves up and
make it on their own. I remind
them it isn 't by chance they are
living with me; it is an act of God,
who gave them to me to be
helped . You can 't help people
who don 't want to be helped;
(Continued on page 3)

This seminar gave students an
insight into the magnitude electron
microscopy has contributed in understanding and
explaining
biological
phenomena at the cellular and macromollecular level. In addition, this
opportunity has stimulated students to pursue higher education in this avenue.
In view of the solid background students are expected to
have for admission to Graduate
School, the emphasis that is being made on the molecular
aspect of Biology is very encouraging. It is thought this and
other quantitave and qualitatives changes that are taking
place in the department are a
true manisfestation of the
concerted and unlimited effort
of the faculty and staff are putting in.

Robert Swan, Director of
the Institute for Community
Economics, will be at Kean
College's Alumni Lounge, on
May 1st to speak on "Who
Should Own the Land." Two
free lectures are scheduled
for 10:50 A.M. and 1:40 P.M.
Swan is the former director
of the International Independence Institute which
promotes experiments in dec en tr a Iiz e d
economic
alternatives including the urban land trust system. Urban
land trusts have been formed
in San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and cities in Massachusetts and Northern California.

■ORNER.

by Haight Ashbury
Another problem has been
There are times in every per- tackled by our government, that
son's life when something really of showing the average citizen
dumb happens that is due com- how to determine if his pot is
pletely or in part to that human contaminated. .Ihe test was
trait called stupidity. The entire developed by the New York
paraquat situation is a terrific ex- State Division of Substance
ample of exactly that.
Abuse Services. The test would
The American government, require little time and uses simthinking that perticides would ple chemicals "readily availkill off all the pot destined for able " at drugstores. Unfortuthis country, spent tons of nately the chemicals required
money in Mexico. Tax dollars are not as available as first
were wasted on providing all the thought and the test should be
materials and equipment need- done carefully . A chemical test,
ed to spray the Mexican fields no matter how simple, is not as
with a herbicide that was banned easy as a Betty Crocker cake mix.
in Vietnam . Soldiers, guns, heliThe basic ingred·ients needed
copters and whatever else was are a joint, water, sodium bicarneeded for the sprayings was bonate , (baking soda), and
provided by Uncle Sam.
sodium dithionate. It's the
The paraquat didn 't actually ' sodium dithionate that's the
kill the plants and the Mexican problem. Drugstores say that
farmers, looking for some profit they don 't sell it and photo stores
from their acres of fields, took refuse to. One clerk advised that
the yellow shriveled up pot and hypo (sodium thiosulfate) would
shipped it to America. I mean, be a successful substitute. If it is
Americans deserved it or not, the correct recipe is listAmericans sprayed it! Now the ed below.
U.S. public is faced with the conWash one joint's worth of .pot
sequences of the whole absurd in 5 cubic centimeters of water,
affair.
shaking it gently for 15 minutes.
What exactly are the conse- After straining, a yellowish
quences of paraquat pollution? solution will remain. Then add
The biggest concern is the health 100 milligrams of sodium bicarhazard if presents. For a person bonate and 100 milligrams of
who smokes regularly (at least sodium dithionate to the soluonce a day), para-pot could per- tion. If it turns bluish green,
manently damage their lungs. It you've got para-pot. If it remains
makes sense not to smoke the yellowish, smoke a joint and enstuff even if you have paid a large joy some untainted pot!
price for it. If you smoke it, you
What a waste! If the governpaid cash now, but your body ment would have left well
will pay later! Anyone who has enough alone, this would be unpara-pot and wants to smoke it, necessary. I guess the D.E.A.
just keep this thought in mind: thinks they are the 1970's Elliot
Would you smoke a joint that Ness and the Untouchables.
somebody just sprayed with
Funny though, I don 't feel like
Raid? It's the same thing!
Frank Nitty, do you?

- - - - STARTS FRIDAY APRIL 28TH - - - -

Cftl~t~t~~~I~~JAJRE / RK~,!,I~~~}I~IN
.,__ _ _,. STARTS FRIDAY MAY 5TH AT UNIVERSAL DELUXE SHOWCASE THEATRES ,___ _ _,..
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Help Given to the
Culture Shocked M.inorities
Minority students, often
plunged suddenly into a setting
that reflects the academic
orientation, customs, attitudes
and traditions of the white middle class, may suffer a kind of cultural shock on the nation's campuses.
That most of them are able to
succeed is a tribute to their
determination to work hard to
overcome earlier academic defi•
ciencies and to cope with the
stresses of an unfamiliar environment, according to Dr. Luis
Nieves, associate director of the
Office for Minority Education,
Educational Testing Service
(ETS).
Solutions to the problems of
minority students demand a
comprehensive system of selfassessment, said Nieves, who has
written a guide to help them
cope with the challenge of the
new college atmosphere. "College Achievement Through SelfHelp," the planning and guidance manual for minority
students, explains self-control,
self-management
techniques
and how they can be used to
handle the most common and
crucial problems facing minority - and other students.
The publication, sponsored
jointly by the ETS Office for
Minority Education and the
Graduate Record Examinations
Board, was prepared after an extensive investigation into the
probl_e ms and solutions of min•
ority college students.

" Research shows that positive
feelings of self-worth, belief in
inner control, realistic aspirations, a high motivatioh to
achieve and confidence in the

ability to succeed go hand in
hand with academic success,"
Nieves said. " The will to succeed
academically and the belief that
it is possible leads students to
develop good study habits.
Good study habits lead to good
grades, which reinforce motivation."
The keys to academic success
are · the same for minority
students as for others, he added.
They must learn practical, useful
academic skills - how, what and
when to study - plus the ability
to deal with such self-defeating
feelings as powerlessness, inadequacy, inferiority and fear of
failure.
In addition to poor academic
preparation, many of the more
than 900,000 minority students
enrolled in colleges and universities across America have
attitudes and behavior patterns
that debilitate their academic

Four late afternoon courses in
"fundamentals ot Tennis" will

be given by the Kean Col\ege tor
Continuing Education, begin•
ning in mid-June and continuing through the summer session.
The classes will concentrate on
basic skills such as grip, forehand and backhand drives, serve
and gave rules. Early registration
is recommended.
Section 1 and 2, both ten sessions in length, are scheduled for
Monday through Friday, June 12
to June 23 from 5 to 6 P.M. and 6
to 7 P.M., respectively. Section 3,
especially designed for high
school and college students aged
16 to 22, is a one-week intensive
workshop given Monday, June
26 to Friday, June 30, 5 to 7 P.M .
The fee for each course is $40.
Richa rd Bakker, of the Kean
College Physical Education De-

T
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(Continued from page 2)
they have to accept it from me."
Most of the boys accept the
he lp; a few cannot and leave. Aci::ord ing ~o Wooten, " When they
first arrive, they run out every
night. Once they get used to
what a home and family is, they
go out far less. They play pool in
the basement, lie on the floor
doing homework, watch TV and
sometimes squabble with each
other like brothers. People who
come to the house can 't believe
they are not a family. " The boys
call Wooten 's mother " grandma" and some of his friends have
adopted a boy as a godchild.
''The hardest part of the job,"
says Wooten, ~' is getting to
unde rstand th e kid and his proble m an d the n getting the kid to
unde rstand me. Th e boys are not
used to th e idea of bot h cari ng
and d isci pline com ing from th e
same perso n. They don 't know
the two be long together. I may
ye ll at th em, bu t the n I ex pla in

performance, Nieves said. These
include feelings of loneliness
and rejection, lack of career
goals and objectives, the belief
that they are subject to external
controls rather than being able
to control situations themselves, and pervasive negative
self-concepts.
Using the procedure for
problem analysis set forth in the
manual, a student defines a specific ·problem he/she has; indicates the change in behavior
wanted; decides which actions
need to be increased and which
must be decreased; and then
chooses which change techniques he/she will use to reach
solutions to the problem.
Copies of "College Achievement Through Self-Help" are
available for $2.25 each, which
includes mailing and shipping
costs. Make check or money
order payable to "Office for
Minority Education, ETS," and
send to Office for Minority
Education, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, N.J. 08541 .

33-Hour Festival On
An "April Festival" of crafts
and antiques, films, children's
activities, fashion modeling,
dancing, live rock bands and assorted presentations will be
open to the public from 4:00
P.M. April 28th through 1 :00
A.M. April 30th at Kean College.
Donations and other proceeds
ceeds will go to the New Jersey
Associatic,n for Retarded Citizens and its Union County chapte r. Additional information is
available by calling (201) 5272660.
All events will be held in the
college's Student Center, except for the sale of crafts and antiques, outdoors in the Willis and
Hutchinson parking lots.
Headlining the " April Festival" is a 33-hour dance-a-thon .
Music will include live rock acts
and records announced by disc
jockies from the New Jersey
Record Company. All couples
are eligible for prizes including
Br~adway play tickets, dinner or

Camp Union, a six-week
summer day camp program
sponsored by the Child Study Institute of Kean College and the
Union County Organization to
Aid Children with Learning Dis-

partment, is the instructor.
Section 4 is an 8-session
course, given Tuesdays and
Thursdays, July 6 to August 1, 5 to
6 P.M. The fee is $35. Dolores
Shiposh, assistant professor of
Physical Education, is the instructor.
For registration information
call 527-2163 or 2210.

abilities, will screen prospective
campers on May 16 and 17 at 4
P.M. in the Campus School North. Interested parents are asked
to call Pamela Drotar at 354-7473.
The camp, located on the cam•
pus, accepts 60 children, ages 4
through 15, who have been
classified by child study teams as
neurologically impaired, perceptually impaired or learning
disabled, emotionally disturbed
or commun icat ion disordered .
According to Dr. Arthur Jonas,
chairperson of the Child Study

Institute, and member of the
professional advisory. board of
Camp Union, "Very few if any
opportunities exist in this area
for children with certain handicaps to socialize, and enjoy camp

Early .C hildhood
Specialists Here
Dr. Irving E. Sigel, director of
child care research programs at
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, will deliver the
keynote address at a confere nce
on Promising Research for Classroom Practice, to be held at Kean

eens HOm e
what th ey have done wrong. It's
a 24-hour-a-day job, and it takes
dedication and sacrifice. But I
want to do this work because I
love the boys as much as if they
were my own."
Wooten earned his bachelor's
degree in recreation and sociology at Kean College. It took
him six years and, half way
through, he almost ·gave up.
Kean faculty and counselors,
however, encouraged .him to
persist and this coming fall he
will return to the college, parttime to enter into a master's
degr~e program. He now substitutes in the Newark school
syste m, a job which leaves him
more time at home to do the
work he most cares about.

College on April 28. Dr. Sigel will
speak on " Research Speaks to
Practice" and a response, " Practice and Research : Essential Dialogue " will be presented by
Tyn ette W. Hills, directorof Early
Childhood Planning Project,
New Je rsey Department of
Education .
Sponsored by the Early Chi_l~• hood Departme nt and the D1v1sion of Research, Planning and
Evaluation of the New Jersey Departme nt of Education, the
second annual invitational confe rence will be opened by Dr.
Fred G. Burke, New Jersey Commissioner of Education.
Conference participants will
include early childhood specialists, education supervisors and
administrators. Following a
buffet lunch, the program will
offer three concurrent afternoon presentations: pre-school
instruction for the exceptional
child, emphasizing coping beha~ior; in~estigations of wa~s in
which children learn to think;
a~d ~esearch studies "'.ith imphcat1ons for early childhood
education.

"Women ilnd the Lilw" will be discussed ill ii P.M. session of
WOMAN TALK, 7:40 P.M., Thursciily, April 27th ill Hutchinson Hall.

Gloria Cherry, Columbiil Lilw School grilduille ilnd ii pri1ctlcin11 New
York attorney, will speak on divorce lilws, properly settlements,
inheritances, pensions, sociill security ilnd credit insurilnce. The
public is invited and ildmission is free.

gift certificates. The two best
dance couples will each win
$150.
On Friday, April 28th, " Night
of the Living Dead," " Reefer
Madness" and other films will be
shown. The Friday program will
feature a fashion show, poetry
session, and gospel choir presentation by the Kean College Exodus Singers; also, performances by rock groups Sundown, Colt, Tattoo Rose and the
Crescents.
On Saturday, April 29th, a
special children 's program will
feature a magic show, cartoons
and instruction in arts and crafts.
Dealers' booths will be set up
on Saturday for a crafts and antique show. Theater performances that day will include folk
singer Sissy Santasiero, lyricist
Phil Diamond and jazz pianist
Richard Harris. Rock bands Eldorado, Screemer, Small Town Boys
and Main St. will play.
Refreshments will be available.

Wanted: Superstars
It's that time of year again and
the Recreation Association is
holding its annual "Superstars"
Competition. The big event is

Screening For Cam per~

Hitting The Balls

.l_
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recreation. Learning disabled
children need structure and we
all need to have fun. "
Bruce Beyer, camp director,
heads a staff of 27. Team leaders
are certified teachers of the
handicapped; counselors and
specialists have training an J experience in working with dassified children.
Campers are divided into age
groups and according to their
individual needs. In some cases,
the uniqueness of the child's
handicapping condition.
Fee for the six week summer
program is $250, plus a membership fee of $10 for the Union
County Organization. Some
scholarship funds are available.
transportation by bus from central pickup points is included in
the fee; special transportation
arrangements will require additional cost.

Saturday, May 6, 1978, behind
D' Angola gym. The rain date is
May 20, 1978.
Tearns must consist of three
guys and three girls and participants must be students at Kean.
Faculty and staff are also
welcome. Prizes will be awarded
to the first, second and third
place teams. There is a $10.00 en- .
try fee with a deposit of $5.00 to
be given .at the time of sign up.
Sign-up dates are April 25, 26 and
27 in front of the Student Center
and May 1 and 2 in front of the
snack bar.
Events include egg toss, tugof-war, balloon strome, frisbee
toss with tires, tube relay, whip
cream peanut race, loc\c.ed arm
relay, sock race, mug race, shuttle relay, and obstacle course.
If you think you are a super•
star get five other superstars
together and enter now!
Mirta Louise Gomez, concert
pianist will perform free In Keiln
College's Little Theitlre on April
27 ill 8:00 P.M. The concert is being sponsored by the Keiln
Spanish Culturill ilnd Sociill Club.
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EDITORIAL
Why has the American public allowed so much money to be
wasted on David Berkowitz? This killer (alleged?) has been in
custody and relative comfort for months and the 'justice' system
is just getting ready to put this guy on trial. The most unfortunate part of the entire affair is that Berkowitz, who has taken
many lives premeditatedly, will be allowed to live on. Is that the
only justice the government can offer the Moskowitz family,
Robert Villiante or the people of New York City who lived interror for months on end?
Are U.S. laws being created and manipulated for the protection of criminals rather than citizens? Although criminals are a
minority, they seem to have rights above and beyond you, John
Q. Public. This is not right and you, Mr. & Ms. Public, must do
something to rectify it.
We can no longer allow the 'justice' system to continue to be
unjust. Criminals are allowed to roam free. Just last week, an
Elizabeth man who in 1969 killed his brother and sister, allegedly
went on a shooting spree that ki_lled one woman and wounded
two men. What was this man, Michael Mitchell, doing on the
streets? This man was not roaming the streets of some far off
country - he was less than a mile away in Elizabeth!
Mitchell was declared insane in 1973 and was not tried for the
1969 murders. This provided the excuse which set him free.
What will the courts decide about a second time killer? The
judges who have the sense to see that these' people' should not
be allowed to live, cannot rule that the death penalty is appropriate punishment. That somehow is against the law!!

The Rules Are
As Easy As ABC
Dear Editor,
The Kean College Pub is open to all students, faculty and administrator-s of Kean College who can show a valid Kean College I.D. or
other proof of enrollment (e.g. schedule, bill receipt etc.). Guests can
be admitted with a member of the college community; one guest per
member. Each guest must leave his or her proof of age at the door
with the member's current I.D. card. When the member leaves, the
guest must also leave. No one w ill be admitted under 18 years of age.
Stated as such, the rules seem to be simple and unambigious. If one
cannot produce th e required documentation, he is not admitted.
These rules are not set out by the college, but by the New Jersey State
Alcoholic Beverage Commission .
As an employee of th e Kean College Co-op in the Pub, I am continuously amazed by the refusal of some individuals to conform to
these rules. I have been verbally abused in more than one instance as
have my co-workers. We are not " out to get you," we are merely doing our jobs. Whether we know you or not we must check your I.D. to
insure that it is on your person; protection not only for us, but also for
you.
People constantly complain about certain situations which exist
from time to time in the pub, but remember, we who work here do
not rip the urinals out of the wall in the men 's room, throw rolls of
toilet paper in the toilets and flush them down, lift the pinball
machines off the ground and break them, make off with the 112
dozen mugs which have " disappeared " during the last 4 years, take
the ashtrays, smash the chairs, sit on and bend the tables, put slugs in
the cigarette machine and so on. While these aforementioned acts
typify only a small minority, they are seen as a reflection of the
college. It's hard for us to be friendly and respectfu l to you when the
courtesy is not returned to us.
This is your pub and it's up to you to maintain it, not abuse it. We
are here to serve you and your time in t he pub could be alot more enjoyable and our jobs alot easier with just a little effort on everyone's
part.
Ann Marie Fuchs

independent

HUNGER AWARENESS DAY
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KC Process Isn't Peachy
Dear Editor,
I am writing in regard to last Friday's Student Organization meeting
and that Board of Trustees' meeting held on Monday, April 17.
I am appalled at Kean College's process of politics. I have never experienced such apathy or have I seen such a display of it. Friday, April
14, I attended that non-quarom meeting of Student Organization in
behalf of Dr. Rubenstein, Department of Sociology, who has been
fired for "insufficient clear, positive evidence of teaching effectiveness." Four other students and myself were present to ask Student
Organization to support us at the Board of Trustees meeting. I sat
there in disgust as several members were carrying on in back of us,
while attendance was being taken. By the end of that lengthy, noisy
session of cheerleading, we discovered that quorum ·had not been
met. I felt so disillusioned that I didn't give my presentation to the
meeting, nor did the other students representing Dr. Maynard of
Biology, Dr. Lieberman of Management Science, Ors. Vogel and
Weiland of Early Childhood. Here we were, working our tails off to
save these Damn good teachers, and our own peers would not listen.
Instead, Paul Edelin, student-representative to the Board of Trustees,
gave a short speech to the Organization. Maybe the executive board
would support us at Monday's meeting since quorum had not been
met, we were told.
,
Monday night arrived - No one from Student Organization
appeared - but we were there. Thirteen members sat in their
marked seats at the "Board of Trustees." After discussing and approving certain issues, Paul Edel in spoke out in regard to our·issue ofterminating the five teachers. Certain members at least showed interest;
however, the majority of the Board looked disgusted. "We don't
need to waste our time on old issues ... " stated Dr. Bitterman. That
remark seemed like the general attitude of the members. A court of
justice shows more compassion and humanity than this local Board of
Trustees.
Everyone concerned, including Dr. Pezzolo and Dr. Jones, tried to
ask the Board to reconsider their decision, in which every plea was
looked down upon with blase eyes. What a display of apathy and
degradation I
At least, I feel I've tried to fight this "Kean" system. However, it's
almost a lost cause to speak one's mind just to be totally disconfi~med as a being with feel-ings of justice and aggressiveness.
Carol Egan

OP-Eb
A Question of Power
Imagine that you are a beginning English major enrolled in a required Basic
Composition course. Your assignment is to write a prose essay each week and to
read it aloud to the students in another class. You are very conscientious and give
your best efforts to this task. Midway through the semester, three of the more advanced English majors are sent to observe and evaluate your work as you present
it orally to your student audience. All three write observation reports which confirm that your writing is quite good, indeed excellent, although of course not
absolutely perfect or totally flawless (you are, after all, only human) In addition,
the students to whom you have been reading your essays each week are asked to
fill out forms evaluating you as an essayist. By a large majority, they concur with
the view that your work is outstan.ding, although a few who are confirmed haters
of prose essays of any kind (they prefer poetry) turn thumbs down. Overall, the
consensus of your evaluators is that you deserve a rating of say, A-.
Enter, the Head Person o f t he school. He neither reads your essays nor observes
you presenting them orally to others. Instead, he reads the observation reports
written by the more advanced students and looks through the evaluation forms
filled out by the group of students who served as your audience. Thus, he has no
first-hand acquai'ntance with your work; in fact, hedoesn'rknow you from Adam.
Two weeks later you receive the following letter in the mail:
Dear student:
You are hereby expelled from the course in Basic English Composition. You
will,as a result, receive no credit for the period during which you were enrolled.
I wish to assure you that this decision was arrived at only after the most careful
scrutiny of your records in the above-named coarse.
This decision is based upon my academic judgment that you have provided insufficient clear positive evidence of effective writing.
Sincerely, The Head Person

Insufficient what? Naturally, you go immediately to this Person and demand an
explanation. He tells you that your evidence of writing effectiveness (namely, the
observation reports and evaluation forms) was not as good as it should be. Exasperated, you press for specifics. You insist upon knowing exactly what was "insufficient" and what would have been sufficient, but y'ou are told that those q uestions will not be answered because they have to do with matters of "academic
judgment." Such judgments, the Head Person tells you, are simply ultimate facts
which will not be explained or justified. You just have to accept them. Well, you ·
say to this Person, are you telling me that I am a bad writer? No, he replies, I am
not saying anything of the sort. Then why, you demand to know, was\ expe\\ed

from the course? In response, the Head Person smiles very sweetly and repeats:

One last Gong For

Those Who Deserve It
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to give special thanks to those
people who did not receive credit for participation in the April 11th
Gong Show by Sozio Hall.
These people were an integral part in the organization and implementation of a successful show. The band consisting of Ron
Hodge, Chris Massey and Solomon "The Drummer," who helped the
show maintain a professional appearance. I would also like to thank
Richard Galatro and Lloyd Booker for their continual help in organizing all the acts backstage; and of course who can forget "Gene
Gene the Dancing Machine" (Oliver Davis) for helping us out of a
bind at the last minute.
'
Renaldo C. Stokes
P.S. A "Special Thank you" is in order for Ray Lago who hit me in thl!
face with a cream pie and George for making the Gong mallets.

Guest Gets Bad Vibes
Dear Editor,
Last week, a guest to this school was unduly harrassed by a member
of the faculty. This guest now has a bad image of Kean College. How
much longer are we going to let race, ethnic and sexist bigotry go onl
Anyone who can give such anti-Sematic or anti-anything remarks is
very shallow.
I hope comments like last week will not happen again, for if it does,
Kean is going to go down the drain.
Ann Dersh

Thanks For
Mummenschanz And
A Flawless Program
Dear Editor,
For a most enjoyable evening of Mummenschanz, our deepest
thanks to Miss Alice Forrester of Kean College's C.C.B. Drama Committee. All the minor details were taken care oi and there were none
of tho se annoying little distractions. Without this young lady's effort,
we're sure that we probably would never have seen such a magnifi. cent show.
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Walcoff

This decision is based upon my academic judgment that you have provided in-

sufficient ....
Absurd? Of course. Unreal? Not at all. The above pattern of events describes
precisely the technique used by the Kean College Administration to fire superior
teachers on the ground that the reappointment applications they submitted contained "insufficient clear positive evidence of effective teaching" (the principal
official "reason" given to those in the School of Arts and Sciences who requested
an explanation). Try ·contrasting that piece of bureaucratese with the following
rather different expression: sufficient evidence of ineffective teaching. The point
is that the College Administration did not use the latter expression because it
does not claim that those being fired are ineffective teachers. Indeed, the Administration is quite prepared to grant that they may even be among the best
teachers at the College. Nevertheless, it has fired them. Why? For no other reason
which it has been willing to explain than that firing them is its.prerogative since
the teachers in question (none of whom were up for tenure) are merely" probationary employees," as the Administration likes to put it, who may be disposed
of at will. In other words, it has fired them for no other reason than that it has the
power to do so. Power, the Administration believes, needs no reasons.
There are at least two lessons in this for anyone who cares to see. First, the voice .
of students presently counts for next to nothing with this Administration. Not
only does it fire faculty, the overwhelming majority of whose students (and p-eers)
rated them as excellent, it also disregards the hundreds of students who wrote letters, signed petitions, and spoke out publicly on behalf of their instructors. Who .
should know better whether a teacher is effective or not - the students in the
classrooms or the Administration ensconced in Townsend Hall? The Administration's answer to thjlt question -is that it is not a matter of knowing; it is, rather, a
simple matter of who has the power. Second, the voice of reason counts for literally nothing at all with this Administration. There have been more than forty
hours of discussions about the firings with the President, the Acting Vice President, and the Trustees since last Fall, not to mention a veritable flood of written
communications from both students and faculty. The Administration's reaction
has essentially been to say nothing, to ignore the arguments, and to refuse to
answer the questions. It has, in short, remained steadfastly wedded to the Nixon
technique of "stonewalling it."
Reason, one comes to realize, cannot defeat official power all by itself. Such
power succumbs in the end only before superior force. Yet reason tends to acquire superior force, i.e., increasing numbers of determined advocates, the
longer it is denied and the more blatantly it is flouted. Power which scorns even
the appearance of reasonableness sooner or later digs its own grave. That is alesson which the Administration of this College seems determined not to learn, but
which has not been lost upon increasing segments of the faculty and the student
body. Patience is their greatest ally. In that sense, the battles of 1977-78 may very
well be counted as but preliminary skirmishes.
Peter Pezzolo
Chairman KCFT Grievance Committee
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by Robert Kern
BUSINESS,
VISITING
Many years ago when I first
FIREMEN,
started revietying restaurants
PROSPfCTS, TYCOONS
and bars people asked me what
Cocktail Hour: Champagne
got me started in that line of cocktails or Daiquiris fit in well
thought.
here. Let the talk take its course
Well, for years I was in love against a background of recordwith Uiitlunca and Rick's ed Debussy. The ladies will each
Place. I wanted to find a place remember a single gardenia
that would please my aesthetic from a corsage bowl centertastes and allow me a chance to piece.
live out a fantasy or two.
Sunday Brunch: Black Velvet
You see, I'm an endangered (half and half stout and chamspecies - the last of the roman- pagne) will impress; a White
Lady will sootpe. Try a fine
tics.
I love quiet_places with soft omelet, with a side order of fried
candlelight and being with that ham topped with a fried pineapone wonderful person, but I've ple and bananas.
After Sports: As they recall the
found that in !his mercenary
world that the chances come plays, serve Sazaracs or Bourbon
very infrequently and they never Toddies with silver souvenir
. spoons that become keepsakes
last.
It's difficult finding the right · for your guests. Hot canapes.
Midweek Evening: Invite
place to go and I've trJed to give
some suggestions over the last them in for a good fight or an extwo years and if only one person citing game on the television set;
has taken my advice and found for a special symphony or
some .little piece of happiness, musical evening on the records.
than I feel I've accomplished A brandy and soda or a Black
something worthwhile. But it Velvet slip in nicely here.
takes courage to try a new place
Midsummer Siesta: Undispuor a new lifestyle and that, too, is ted aristocrat of any midfast becoming a lost art - the summer siesta is the immortal
time of the cavaliers and Tem- Mint Julep. Nothing need go
plars are fast fading. Nowadays with it, and nothing much can
they give you a number the follow it. If your mint bed 's
minute you're out of the womb, especially fine, pack a few roots
put you in a little box with the for the guests to take home.
After the Theatre: Crayfish bistubes and will remove the lid
que (canned) will rate top
when it's time for you to die.
For my sake, just so I don't lose reviews for you. follow through
all hope in the world, this week- with a French 75, Fine Chamend try a new place with a special pagne Cognac. Cognac and
someone. These opportunities demitasse may wind up the
come about only once or twice evening.
in a lifetime and we can't afford
The Outdoor Grill: Vermouth
to let them go. Once you have Ca-sis or a specially fine dry
found love, never let it go. Keep sherry are excellent outdoor
in the attic of your heart and go appetizers for a french--fried
back to it occasionally.
shrimp _o r roasted game bird.
But hold onto it for dear life, Turn the yard into a picnic
it's the only thing that keeps us ground complete with colorful
human in an impersonal world table under the trees.
where the pursuit of apathy and
The Stirrup Cup: for a lasting
depression seems to have last impression - Crusted Portl
become a national pastime.
ROY Al TY, POTENT ATES,
Now for all of us remaining
HIGH SOCIETY
romantics - borh of us - I conCocktail Hour: For that oncetinue my list from last week of
what to serve, when and to in-a-lifetime occasion, splurge
with champagne, or a Creme de
whom.
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Menthe frappe with a V.O .
Brandy Float. If high royalty and
the setting permits, import two
or three musicians, and hand
pick the program.
Sunday Brunch: Champagne
- no less. A caviar omelet is fit
for a king, with brandied fruit,
coffee and whipped cream. A
copy of the morning paper for
each and symphonic music.
Don't forget the flowers .
After Sports: Cognac VSO and
Golden fizz after the game will
get a royal reception - as will
party shells filled with diced
duck, almonds and mayonaisse,
topped with capers and watercress.
Midweek Evenings : Don 't
stand on ceremony; come out
boldly with a French 75 and B&B
(not the mushrooms). Or make
the party really memorable with
a flaming Cafe Brule. Here's a
chance to start a guest book with
a star leadoff.
Midsummer Siesta : After
they've watched you play the
local flash in tennis, or heard the
Boston Pops play Brahms, they
will welcome rum-soaked pineapple balls. In the drink de-partment : Mint Julep again I In thickly frosted silver glasses.
After the Theatre : Quietly
produce a. chilled bottle of vintage sparkling Burgundy, Armagnac. A neat idea is melon
balls in the same white Burgundy. Some background Mozart,
and you might give thought to a
toast to your special g~ests.
The Outdoor Grill: Show what
your grill can do with smoked ·
turkey, game fowl or venison.
And in the hand, imported Quinine water or wine cooler
(crushed fruit and wine). Some
hired music would do well here,
if the occasion is especially
special.
The Stirrup Cup : A split of
champagne, by all means! And a
bit of fine glass as a gift to all your
rega I friends will be long remembered - especially if they've
already admired it, and you 've
wrapped it without their knowing it.
formity, or one whose hair is the
wrong color.
Passove r, the refor e, is everyone 's holiday. May we all merit
it 's blessings.

realized . for follow ing th e war,
the State of Israel was created,
and the Jew strove to reassembl e
Passover, the festival of his shatte red life in the fr eedom
f reedom, will be celebrated by of th is new de mocracy.
Ove r thirty years after "t he war
by Curcio/ Gibson
Jews the world over in a short
No more talk about Spring and
time. The Holiday commemor- to e nd all wars," was e nd ed,
,ates the liberation from Egyp- the re still exists a nation that weather. If it is true that April
tian bondage of the ancient Is- supresses the religious freedom ' showers bring May flowe rs, we
raelites. It's celebration centers of it's citize ns for the very sam e should have a May beyond d esaround the Seder which is held distorted reasoning. The Jews in cription.
Congratulations to all of us are
in each Jewish home, with the Soviet Union are forbidd e n
to practice the ir religion , and are include d in this quote from the
relatives and friends .
In light of modern oppression pe rsecute d whe n they are found co-ordinators of the Math Conand subjugation, it is important obse rving a Holiday. Alas, shades fe re nce as follows : "-The entire
Kean campus served the Young
for all mankind to learn from the · of Hitler re incarnate.
The lesson from this modern Women Meet Math illnd Science
mistakes of the past, and vow
that it never be allowed to occur Hitle r to be learned , and never con fe re nce very we ll. The April 7
forgotte n is directed to all eve nt was qu ite successful with
aga in.
The past week, we were all ex- people who value fr eedom . Do ove r 400 students and counse lposed to a chapte r of h istory not think that to re main sile nt in ors in atte ndance . Th e success
which most people wish to the face of the oppression of one must be spread around and
forget. The " Holocaust" aired group of people will insure the shared : with Peggy Melchione in
on television, brought to th e "good life for anothe r group. the scheduling area, with JRC for
consciousness of us all, an insigl:i, Historically we know, that if a the many and varied se rv ices
into " man 's inhumanity to his tyrant is pe rmitted to d e ny they provide, with the acad emic
fe llow man. " How a demon ic freedom to one ethn ic group, he de partme nts wh ich hosted the
maniac like Hitler, sought to will boldly de ny it to anoth er." stude nt tour groups, with the ofanihilate an entire race of people The loss of " rights " of the Jews fice of Public Information , with
only because they belonged to a will give way to the denial of admissions counselors Sandy
certain religious group. His . rights to blacks, Catho-lics, and Harris and Lydia Lewyckey, with
plans, however, were not finally to anyone who has a de- the extra effort put forth by the

by Joe Torres, President of t.F.S.C.

The 2nd Annual Greek Olympics is finally over. I would like to extend congratulations to the Brothers of Nu Sigma Phi and the Sisters
of Sigma Beth Chi for the overall championship of the Greek Olympics. The competition this year was very tough, but rewarding for
everyone. I also would like to extend ''TIYnb" to everyone who participated and helped make this years olympics a success.
FINAL RESUUS: FRATS
1ST PLACE

2ND PLACE

Nu 5i11N Phi
1. 50 yd. Fr.e e Style Swim
~ 2. 100 yd. Pajama Relay Swim
3. 50 yd. Dash
4. 100 yd. Dash
5. 440 yd. Run
o. 880 yd. Relay
7. Arm Wre stling-under 200 lbs.
8. Shot-A-Min . Contest

5is1N Thetill Chi
1. Foul Shooting Contest
2. Softball Throw
3. Tug-A-War
4. Softball Game
5. Arm Wrestling-under 125 lbs.
Arm Wrestling-under 175 lbs.
Chugging Relay

3RD PLACE

1. Volley Ball
3. 1 Mile Relay
5. Obstacle Course

Nu Delta Pi
2. 100 yd. Relay Swim
4. Arm Wrestling-under 150 lbs.
Arm Wrestling-over 200 lbs.

SORORITIES
1ST ..LACE

2ND PLACE

Si1nu Beta Chi

Zelill Defu Pl

1. 50 yd. Free Style Swim
2. 100 yd. Relay Swim
3. 100 yd . Dash
4. Softball Throw

:S.

Tug-A-War

o. Softball Game

1. 440 yd . Run
2. 1 Mile Relay
3. Arm Wrestling-under 150 lbs.
4. Arm Wrestling-under 175 lbs.
5. Arm Wrestling-over 200 lbs.

7. Arm Wrestling-under 125 lbs.
3RD PLACE

~Theta Pi
1. Foul Shooting Contest
2. 800 yd . Relay

4TH PLACE TIE
Deltill§ipYPI
1. Volley Ball
2. 100 yd . Pajama Relay

3, 50 yd. Dash
4. Arm Wrestling-under 200 lbs.
4TH PLACE TIE

1. Obstacle Course

6TH PLACE

1. Shor-A-Min. Contest

2. Chug1ing Relay

I also would like to extend special thanks to: Pres. Weiss, Dr. Errington, Mrs. Resnick, Dr. Smith, Dr. Benson, Dean lppoiito, Larry
Klein, Kansas, The Pub Staff, Dennis Zentik, The Intramural Office
and everyone else.
THANK YOU All
Communkation1

The· I.F.S.C. Dinner is May 9, 1978 at the Kingston Inn on Morris
Avenue. The dinner will start at 8 p.m., ther'e will be a Buffet and
Open Bar. There will also be Oftice Change Over and an Awards
Ceremony. Tickets are on sale now at $7.50 each - Open to all Greeks.
The l.f .S.C. Raffle Books are still out so lets sell them. They are due
back on May 2, 1978 - Cost 50¢ per ticket.
Ze lta Delta Pi is having a Candy Sale until May 8, 1978. The Sisters
(Continued on page 13)

by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
Advisor - J.S.U.
Kean College

staffs in the Math d e partme nt
and the Campus Ce nter for
Wome n, and with that institution-of-one known as Fredi!
Remmers. Susan Marchand and
Elle n Curcio are most appreciative to all involved for their
superior leve ls of co-operation."
To brighten up your weeke nd
make a visit to the Summit Art
Ce nter in Sur;1mit, New Jersey.
On loan from Princeton Unive rsity Art Museum , several New
York Galle ries and p ri marily
from a private collection, th e exhibition showcases " Images of
Wome n." Prints are also on loan
from Barbara Morgan, noted for
her photographs o f mod ern
dance . Gall ery hours are 12 to 4
p.m. Monday to Friday and 2 to 4
p.m . weeke nds .
On Monday, May 1st, 1978,
channel 13 will premiere a
nightly 30-minute news program
dealing strictly with New Jersey
issues, events and personalities

- jointly produced by New
Je rsey Public Television and
WNET / THIRTEEN .
Another
woman graces a chair on a news
program as an anchorperson Re becca Sobel, winner of the
Golden Mike Award for Investigative Reporting.
Toni Morrison is the novelist
who will present her work on
channe l 13 on Thursday, May 4th
from 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. As part of
the program, The O riginals : The
Write r in Ame rica, Ms. Morrison , a winne r of the National
Book Critics Circle Award for her
book, Song of Solomon, wi 11read
some of he r own mate rial and
will be see n in a variety o f settings represe ntative of he r lifestyle . Last in th is se ries will highlight Eudora Welty in a serie s of
programs. Check future columns
for re minders about dates and
times;
(Continued on page 8)
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ttin
by Louis Miranda -and Nancy Crespo
Mongo Santa . Maria El lrujo
Magicc;,. Lagrimas de alegria,
raices atraves de la tierra hijo de
los Santos, nieto de los esclavps
nene de Africa y Cuba. Despues
de 30 anos como profesional
contra; el racismo y la jngnorancia a finalizado en un triunfo.
Literariamente un Dios cte
~rueno negro cuando se sienta
en su trono de congas, tiene en
el una. magia real artistica que
transm1te durante sus presentaciones que, totalmente obtiene
el comando de sus admiradores.
Soberbio hombre_n~groquien
h_ace_hablar sussent1m1entos por
s1 m1smo en lugar de cargar su
orguelo en sus mangas, recordando que su abuelo fue un esclavo de la costa oeste de Africa.
Nacido en un barrio en la
Habana, Cuba, Mongo . relata
como la musica fue implatada en
su alma atr.aves del camino de la
vida. Devido a que el barrio era
muy pobre y grandemente descriminado. El unico alivio fue
nuestra musica. Nosotros teniamos toda clase de rit mo para
aprender desde la comparsa,
rumbas, toque de Santos, (ritmo
especial que tocaban los Santos
en las reuniones religiosas) y por
supuesto la creacion de la
provincia el guaguanco.
Viendo la oportunidad de
ganarse la vida Mongo trabajo
fu~rtemente para organizar la
pr1mera orguesta y luego
comenzar t tocar en los mejores
clubes de Cuba como, El
Tropicana, Casino de la Playa,
Verano Casino y El Hotel
Nacional. Para este tiempo "la
Conga " era considerada como
un intrumento de carnaval.
Su oportunidad llego en 1948
cuando vino a Mexico desde
Cuba con permiso de su trabajo

en un correo por tres meses,
pero desidio que darse . para
desarrolar su habilidad.
La cojera ·de Mongo al andar .
fue el resultado de un accidente
que oc:urrio una noche en viaje
hacia el sur quedando uno
muerto y varios heridos. Su espalda fue seriamente lastimada y
; • su ~ pierna derecha,. seriarnente
machucada. Tiempo pasoyfinalmente la ayuda llego. Un frio,
episodic resulto, desiendo que
Mongo era negro. El doctor
imediatamente se preparo para
apuntarle la pierna, en lugar de
salvarla. Gracias a Perez Prado
quien lo explico al doctor que
Mongo era Cubano y no Negro
Americano, Mongo pudo salvar
su pierna derecha.
Duspues de un largo recordio
Mongo Mongo entra en la era
del mambo como miembro de la
orguesta de Tito Puente. Despues de dejar la orguesta de Tito
se reunio con Cal Tjader y Willie
Bobo, para producir una serie de
composiciones. En donde cada
miembro del conjunto expresaba lo que estaba pensando.
Durante este periodo las manos
de Mongo tuvieron varios
problemas. Tocando 15 minutos
" el bongo" .diriendose las puntas
do los dedos. En la cual la unica
solucion era forarse los dedos
con cinta y continuar tocando.
Sus • mejores L.P.'s son Afro
Blue, . Watermelon Man ,
Masacote, Parati, Cloud Nite, El
Pussycat,
Lady
Marmalade,
Mambo Mongo,Afro-lndio-Sofrito, y el Ganador del Grammy
Award 1977 "Amanecer."
En 1976 Mongo visito a Cuba
devido aque su madre se encontraba enferma y a la misma
vez poder ver sus famili ~res y
amigos. Finalmente Mongo es lo
mejor que Cuba nos ha dado
despues de la cana, el ran y el
cafe.

la fraternidad y la Solidaridad
Latina de Kean College invitan a
todos los estudiantes Hispanos al
primer picnic de primavera .
El picnic sera Abril 28, 1978 en
Cheesequake Lake. Saldran del
TPA a las 6:30 de la manana.
Los Boletos para los miembros
seran a $5.00 y para lo que no son
miembros a $6.00 (comida incluida). El que desea ir en carro la
admicion sera $2.00.
Para comprar los boletos
ponerse en contacto con la vice-presidenta de la Lolridaridad
Latina (Georgie) o el presidente
de la Fraternidad Latina (Agustine Garcia).

The Latin Fraternity and
Sorority of Kean College invites
all Spanish students to their first
spring picnic.
The picnic w ill be held April
28, 1978 in Cheesequake Lake.
The buses will be leaving the TPA
at 6:30 in the morning.
The tickets for members will
cost $5.00 and for non-members
the cost will be $6.00 (food included) . If you wish to go by car
the cost will only be $2.00.
For the purchasing of tickets
you could contact the vice-president of the Latin Sorority
(Georgie) or the president of the
Latin Fraternity (Gus Garcia) .

Boomtown Rab-Mercury

some airplay on WNlW, mostly
By Dawn Shepard
in comparison with Thin Lizzy or
"To me rock'n'roll has to do Springbean. The song deals with
with total excitement-visual, harsh realities of city life and a
cerebral, physical, oral..."
protagonist named Joey
- Bob Geldof, Boomtown Rats " Look at that brickwall graveFirst of all, I like these boysl stone where some kid has
These here are Irish punks from sprayed/saying nobody could be
Dublin, and despite Stones com-· bothered
to rule here
parisons the lead singer, Bob · O.K./Don't believe it, don 't
Geldof, does not look like Mick believe _what they . say on
Jagger. •Side one kicks off with ·T.V./There's no romance for
their newwave anthem'" Lookin' Joey in the _city' - with Albie
Out For Number One," a Donnely doing an incredible sax
desperate scream for recogni- solo.
·
tion - 'The world owes me a
The Boomtown Rats name was
living/I've waited on this dole taken from Woody Guthrie's
queue too long.'
· autobiography, a section deal"Neon Heart " has the feel of a ing with kids growing up in a
neon sign-stark, cold, bright, "boom town" in the depresflash-ing. " Joey's On the Stree,t sion. They couldn't join the
Again " is a ballad that has- otten other gang because the weren 't

wanted so they started their own
Boomtown Rats cause they
wanted nothing_ to do with them
either. This reflects the attitude
of the new wave vs. the old wave.
The Rats maintain a feeling of
excitement
throughout · the
album and never let you down.
"Never Bite the Hand that
Feeds" - parents or boyfriends,
"Mary of the Fourth Form" story of a schoolgirl. '"1ary's just
all alone/with no one but the
teacher.' " Kicks"
is about
boredom and youth - 'Can't get
served no smokes or drinks/they
tell me that I'm underage.'
The Boomtown Rats have a
good chance of staying around a
long time long after the new
wave diminishes. Now I wanna
see them live.

Bob Marley and the Wailers,
" Kaya" Island, Deborah Orazi
Kaya Kaya, get out of bed. Kaya
Kaya, take my shower. Kaya
Kaya, during my stat test. Kaya
Kaya, eating dinner. Kaya Kaya,
I'm driving my family nuts. It's
been two weeks since I first
heard the tun e and it won 't leave
me alone. I sing it everywhere.
This last couple of' days I've
noticed the emergence of
''scoo-be'- doop-scoop-scoop''
in my vocabulary.
This has got to be Marley's
most accessible (commercial)
ablum to date. If WABC & BLS
don't pick up on this one ... every
cut has a perfectly hewn hook, all
it needs is that little bit of airplay
and it could be the album
everyone, is hu111rning this
summer.,There'soo better dance
music - Family man's bass is mixed right on top, thanks no doubt
to "Jah " Blackwell (Hil Chris).
The biggest surprise here is
Marley's voice - he pulls it and
stretches it like never before.
Heyl Buy this album and hear a
majest ic Marley scat on " Running Away" bring it on down
Bob!
The I-Threes become more
and more audible on each outing so its. only a matter of time
before they record their own
much deserved album.
If this record lacks anything its
the absence of any of the overtly
political " rebel music" Marley
has included in all his previous
works and does so well, e .g. " Get
Up Stand Up," " Revolution." I
looked forward to it and was a bit
let down when it did not appear,
but now that I think about it
where wou,ld it go? I would not

trade any of the tracks already on
the disc-maybe a double album?
I also would not attempt to
choose a single from the lot. " Is
This Love" is the single in
England but it could be any one
of nine to hit here.
As much as I love reggae in
general (in fact~ it has become
very general) I'd hate to see Kaya
filed under it at my local record

shop. Marley and the Wailers
somehow have transcended
labels.
To wrap it all up I'd like to
mention that (1) Bob wrote all
the songs on this album and (2) I
disliked the album " Rastaman
Vibration" see I am unbiased.
The Garden will be jumping in
June when the Wailers hit town.
(to be continued)

Jr. at the
Capitol, 8-renda Tisdale, Music
Box-WKCU
It was all about Jazz this week
as Grover Washington , Jr. and his
back-up band, Locksmith ,
brought the Bijou to Kean
College and carried their creative flow to the Capitol Theatre
in Passaic where they let it all

hang out. The musical horizons
expand from new and old; and if
they wanted to improvise that
was all right too, for it was slow,
soulful, and all so good.
We're talking about the master
Jazz· saxophone player we call
'Mr. Magic.' Grover Washington Jr., whose talents range from
all facets of musical expression

and experiences. For he s-tates,
" You can never learn enough,
for there is just too much to be
learned."
After playing 'Mr. Magic,' one
of his greatest hits, he received a
standing ovation and performed an encore. Grover's nimble fingers played on and on and
Locksmith just added the fire
that was needed to spark like and
excitement into the audience.
The creativity was phenomenal. Grover and Locksmith all
joined forces to bring positive
vibrations lhroughout the
nation. Playing in Locksmith you
have Dr. Gibbs on percussives,
who pulls out all his Afro-Cuban
rhythms: Mike Smith on percussion adds a soulful touch. John
Blake played bass, and synthesizer and added a bit of sweetness on his electric violin.
Richard Lee Stecter played lead
guitar, and last but not least, the
master and center of attention,
Grover Washington , Jr. on tenor
and bariton e saxophones.
Sure ' Nuff Sho~ Stopper.

Grover Washington,

"Bob Marley wails lile ne1er befoie."

Loudon Wainright Ill - Final Exam, Arista I've been sitting here for about an hour, trying to sum up this
record. The man who gave us ' Dead Skunk' and ' Unrequited to the
Nth Degree' has gon e soft. With the exception of the title track and
'Two Song Set' the record just wants to lie back and do nothing.
When I put this record on, first I had to turn the volume up almost
all the way, and then I began to wonder if that was such a good idea in
the first place . What I ended up hearing was an excursion into
" Hooklin e Mania,' as Loudon comes out sounding like a cross between John Simon (the producer, not the critic) , and Ry Cooder. Lacking back-up musicians and mixing, it uses Sesame Street lyrics with a
Country Western background and tired ideas, adrift in a sea of
chiche's. It sounds like the worst of his previous six albums put
together.
It appears that Loudon Wainright 111 has run out of id eas and should
declare creative bankruptcy.
His Fi nal Exam gets abou t a C©.
Ste~e Whoeler, Music Box-WKCU
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Eve On Campus
by Kevin Perrine
Attempting to sti mulat e
student interest in an important
subject, I have agreed to be coauthor of Roll Call, a new Independent column. The important subject to which I refer is obviously a boring one for most,
however, no earthly topic effects
our lives more often or as
strongly as POLITICS. Whether
you like it or not, the political
process is a constant factor which
can effect every aspect of your
material existe nce. I hope that
Roll Call can be an effective
vehicle for the gen eration of
student involvement in the
various forms of governm ent,
(such as federal , state, local and
stud ent) rath er than another
mouthpiece for ultra-opinionated writers, like myself.
I am Kevin Perrine, co-author
of Roll Call. I have always been
drawn toward the study of decision making, especially decisions which effect the collecting
and spending of our money, i.e.
Taxes. I am graduating next year
as a Political Science-Criminal
Justice mayor, with a minor in
Psychology. I have founded the
Quasi-Renaisance of the PreLaw Club and have become vice-president of that organization.
Rather than tell you what a good
guy I am, I will close by saying
that I have been involved in
STA TE and Local political campaigns, and on Thursday, April
13, I was elected to the Student
Council here at Kean . I will be
glad to discuss relevent issues
with anyone who is sincerely
interested, and as a representative, articulate your feelings to
the Student Organization. Keep
an eye on Roll C.ill, and
remember this: This political
world does not surround you;
YOU 'RE IN IT.
by Paul Davis
W ell, it's all over (maybe). The
Panama Canal Treaty has been
passed by the United States
Senate. By the year 2000 Panama
will have full control over the
canal zone and the canal. The
treaty was passed by a 68-32 vote.
Sixty-seven votes (or 2/3 of the
Senate) were needed to pass the
treaty. New Jersey Senators,
Harrison A. Williams and Clifford P. Case, voted yes . The Canal
Treaty was, as many of you may
have noticed, controversial. N .J.
Senators Williams and Case however did not add much to the
controversy, voting just the way
they said they would. Case did
add a little to President Carter's
anxiety by not casting his vote
until all the other Senators had
voted. The treaty had already
been passed when Case voted .
Why our Senator decided to act
this way
is unexplainabl e.
Senator Case's vote was not a
secret or even in doubt, as the
ranking minority member of th e
Senate Foreign Relations Committee the Senator has a responsibility to be on the floor and
vote in his turn. Senator Case's
actions notwithstanding the
treaty was passed so let's take a
look at it.
With General Torrigo 's statements noted the treaty is, for all
intents and purposes the same
one passed by the people of
Panama in a referendum last
year. The land area known as the
canal zone comes under
Panamanian control at th e
outset, but U.S. citizens will not
be required to leave immediately - they will be phased out
over time until noon, December
31, 1999, when the canal com es

What is EVE7 No, it's not a ci garette, feminine d eodorant or
Adam's playmate. EVE stands for
Education, Vocation, Employunder th e full control of Panama. ment opportunities for women .
Although its offices are located
from now until then the canal
on Kean 's campus,just above the
will be run by the new Canal
Registrar's office, EVE is primarControl Commission made up of
ily an information center serving
five (5) Americans and four (4)
women in the New Jersey
Panamanians. After the canal
b ecom es the property of community, and it has even atPanama , U.S. ships will still be tracted a few women from New
able to " go to the head of the York.
According to
Phyllis
line " in case of national emerInformat i on
gency. This for the most part is Shaunesey,
the treaty. So now you may ask Resources Coordinator, EVE is
basica lly a vocational and guidwhat was all the noise about.
Many of the oppon ents of the ance service. Vocational interest
testing and resume consultatreaty felt that the canal was U.S.
property and should not be tions with counselors with Master's Degrees in Guidance, can
given away . The next point raised
was that without a U.S. presence be arranged for a sli ght fee. The
the canal would fall under information resources include
EVE's library on job hunting,
Communist domination and
college
catalogues and vocawould be closed to U.S. shipping.
The proponents of th e treaty tional educational files which are
state that the canal was never -all free and open to the public.
How did EVE start? f eeling
U.S. " property " but was leased
there
was a need for an educaand th erefore there was nothing
tional and information center
wrong with the U.S. moving out.
As for the second point, it was catering exclusively to women, a
pointed out that at present U.S. group of volunteers in 1969 spent
shipping only amounts to 7 a year developing and formulatpercent of the total. There were ing the concept. Newark State
many more arguments on both College, which later became
sides, but you get the idea. The Kean College, had a Division of
Service that became
treaty vote is now history, im- field
plementing the treaty is part of interested in the idea, giving the
the present, and the final out- volunteers
.
. encourage-ment to
come remains in the future. So
we now leave scenic Panama and
return to New Jersey.
'
'
Attention to the voters of the
following cities, you have regular
elections coming up on May 2:
Bayonn e City, Brick-Township,
~
Bridgeton City, Camden City,
r~
Cedar Grove Township, Sherry
Hill Township. Delran Township,
Everham Township, franklin

by Norine Dunnaville
bring about this in novative
program . A year later, after the
program was fully developed,
EVE was opened to the public.
Today, in 1978, wh en so many
women are entering or re-entering the job market, EVE is a
valuable commodity to the
community.
Who usually comes to EVE7
Women interested in changing
their lifestyl es or careers, some
searching for new ways to get a
college degree, some looking fo r
up-to-date material on Master 's
Degree programs or fellowship
grants. EVE has more resources
for th ese women than their local
town librari es.
Conferences scheduled for
the spring include Alternatives
to Teachi ng, The Woman on her
Own , The Assertive Woman and
Man, Career Day, Getti ng Ready
for College, and Coping with
Stress. Local suburban newspapers publicize EVE's coming
events, and the conferences are
usually well attended. If you are
on their mailing list you will
receive their newsletter.
Workshop programs are developed according to community needs and cover a variety of
subjects as vocational development; job hunting techniques;
search for identity; assertive
training;
women 's role
in
management; and . seminars for
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widows and divorced men and
women . A Job fair for Minority
Women, Career and Employment Days, Women in
Managemen t, and financial
Planning conferences have been
held, as well as meetings for
educators on how teaching
effects the career choices of
women .
EPIC, a subsidiary of EVE, is a
special program for older men
and women and wa s created to
assist them in entering th e mainstream of college as easily as possible. There are over 13,000
students enrolled currently at
Kean - of them, 1,500 are in the
25-34 age group, 450 in the 35-44
age group, and about 160 in the
45 and over age group. Over
1,500 shy students didn 't state
their age. The older students on
campus is now a way of life and
younger students are getting
used to seeing someone who
could be their mother or grandmother/ grandfath er sitting next
to them in class.
There is no charge for EVE's
walk-in interviews, and although
the staff is small, they're always
helpful. If women students can't
find what they're looking for in
the regular college vocational
and career services, then drop in
and talk to one of EVE's counsel9rs and maybe you' ll find what
you ' re looking for.
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Township, Highlands Borough,

Hoboken City, Irvington Township, Jersey City, Lons Branch
City, Mount Holly Township,
Newark City, Newton Township, Ocean l ownship, Passaic
City, Perth Amboy City, Ph ill ipsburg Town ; Ridgewood Village,
Saddle Brook Township, South
Amboy City, Sparta Township,
Trenton City, Vineland City,
West Milford Township and
W est Orange Town. You may b e
electing Mayor and Council or
possibly just Councilman so
VOTE .
The last part of this column will
prove to you that you can have
access to your government.

Independent
Elections

May 5

-
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Return ·of Za Zu Zaz
May 1 at 8 p.m . for a show of their
own .
For those of you who missed
Grover Kemble, the first name
Southside Johnny in February, and the pacesetter of the group
you missed a treat of an opening arranges their numbers and plays
act. Grover, Margret, and Za Zu guitar. Margret is the gorgeous
Zaz play the music of a by-gone Margret Taylor who may be the
era. Called Swing in the 1940's, middle name of this group but
Za Zu Zaz has resurrected the whose vocals are second to
style and then some. Those who none, and she plays a mean
have seen them know what I guitar as well. Now, Za Zu Zaz is
mean, and they' ll know what to Tin Solook on drums and Dave
expect when they return to· Miller on bass, and they, indeed,
Kean 's Little Theatre on Monday, provide the Za Zu Zaz that ig-

by David Browne

nites their music. They play original pieces as well as work by
greats like Cab Calloway.
Grover, Margret and Za Zu Zaz
have been playing clubs and
colleges all over the metro-politan area, and their reputation has
grown to the extent that there is
a monthly newsletter for Za Zu
Zazers. It is not unlikely that
before long Za Zu ~ Zaz will
become a familiar name to jazz
and pop music buffs nationwide.

(Continued from page 6)
In 1917 Dr. Eva Kornblith was
the first woman dentist to be
licensed in New Jersey. On Tuesday, April 18th, 1978, the first organization of women dentists
met at 7 :30 p.m. at the Governor
Morris Inn. It took the first
woman , Lucy Hobbs, from 1859
to 1865 - six years - to be accepted into dental school. Since
1970 the increase in women dentists has been slow but steady and
in 1977 New Jersey licensed 24
women dentists. Progress is slow
and requires constant effort.
Supporting each other makes
the effort rich er, easier and more
rewarding.
Among th e 28 new officers to
participate in an eleven week
basic training course at Union
County Chiefs of Police

Academy on the Union College
can:,pus in Cranford are five
female police officers hired by
the town of Elizabeth. Two of the
new officers were secretaries
and were able to see the nature
of their new positions in an observing capacity and express enthusiasm for their new positions. A female police woman
can make some sensitive areas
easier for women to handle.
On campus, there will be a one
day conference presented by
EVE of Kean College, entitled
"Coping with Stress " on Saturday, April 29th, from 9 a.m . to
3:30 p .m. After a w elcoming address by Mae Hecht, Dire.ctor of
Eve, a panel will discuss the
causes and effects of stress, coping strategies and self-manage-

ment with workshops in the
afternoon for relaxing techniques and opportunities for
sharing. The fee of $12.00 includes a box lunch and
conference materials and information is available from the
EVE office, 527-2210.
The PM Edition of WOMAN
TAlK presents for pleasure and
as a learning experience, Gloria
Cherry, attorney, to address the
topic Women and the Law.
Please join us on Thursday, May
27th at 7 :40 i!"I Hutchinson Hall
(Room J-100) to hear her speak
about divorce, property settlements, pensions, insurance plans
and oth er topics wom en n eed to
understand from a legal viewpoint.
The noontime edition of

WOMAN TALK on May 3rd will
feature a session designed for
the women who attend to participate in a more open manner.
for this week the guests will be
their own program. We are looking forward to being together
and invite all women to attend
and enjoy each others company.
further congratulations are in
order to Dr. Henry L. Kaplowitz,
assistant professor of social psychology at Kean College in
Union . Felder Dorn, dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences presented the award in recognition
of 5 years of service to th e state.
The June issue of New Woman
is in mailboxes so should hit the
Ne w sstan ds so on. Reserve
yourself a copy - the best buy
for WOMEN .
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Sunday Is Wednesday
by Laurence Klein
On May 3rd there will be a
world-wide celebration of solar
energy called Sun Day. In this
age of inflated prices for fossil
fuels, which will not last forever,
our SUN represents an inexhaustible and non-polluting source
of energy. May 3rd marks the
turning point : the first stage for
clean energy evolution, a transition from the present into the
future. A future that is not so distant. Indeed, a future that is here
now.
Student Activities Organization is providing Kean College
students the opportunity to
unite under the Sun in the spirit
of ceiebration coupled with
education. The schedule of
events for the day will begin with
a seminar on solar financing
sponsored by the Small Business
Administration. Builders and
contractors from our region will
congregate on our campus to
learn about what is commonly
known as the Cycle 4 Program.
Briefly this program which has
been developed between the
U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development
(HUD)
in
cooperation with the U.S. Dept.
of Energy allows a builder/developer to build a $50,000 home and
add a $10,000 solar energy system
that would be paid for by HUD.
The home must then be sold for
the original $50,000. The buyer of
the home would enjoy .considerably lower fuel bills plus an
immediate appreciation in value.
This and other sponsored incentive programs will be covered in
the seminar between 11 :00 and
12 :00, the place to be announced. At the seminar's end,
Joel Jacobson, Commissioner of
the N.J. Dept. of Energy, will

declare his support in making
solar energy a more viable alternative to our current diminishing and noQrenewable energy
sources.
Louis D. Fitzgerald will speak
to all interested persons about
the pragmatic approach to solar
energy in dollars and cents . This
talk will include how to build
solar collectors and use them
most efficiently, which lifestyles
are best suited to solar power
and the effects solar will have on
these lifestyles. He will talk about
what problems to anticipate and
how best to deal with them. Mr.
Fitzgerald spent ten years with
International Copper Research
that was involved with flatplate
solar collectors and selective surfaces. From there, he went on to
form his own company, The
Solar Equipment Corporation,
which supplied selected surfaces
for high temperature collectors.
At present, Mr. Fitzgerald is a
consultant in his field.
Paul Bergenson will be showing us slides of houses that have
incorporated solar energy into
their structures. He has thirty additional slides from Richard
Krowther's book Sun Earth.
Divided into two parts, Paul 's
slide talk will first cover basic
solar concepts (45 minutes) and
secondly, deal with the various
types of solar homes that people
are enjoying today. His program
has been repeated four times at
Rutgers, and we are confident
that his popula rity will please the
discriminating Kean College
Student.
John Armstrong from Calmac
Manufacturing
Co .
in
Englewood will be demonstrating a working model of a solar
collector. The model simulates

Action Affirmed
The Office of Affirmative Action and the Affirmative Action
Committee invite you to an open
forum discussion concerning Affirmative Action at Kean College
of New Jersey. The purpose of
this forum is to seek community-wide input as we begin to

develop our new Affirmative Action Plan, procedures, timeliness and goals.
·
The meeting will be held Tuesday, May 2, 1978, in the Browsing
Room of the Bookstore Building
from 1 :30 to 3:00 p.m.

Townsend Lecture Series
May 1978
Monday, May 1st at 10:50 and 1 :40 in the Alumni Lounge, Dr.
Robert Swann of the Institute for Commun ity Economics w ill
explore the subject of " Who Shall Own the Land."
Tuesday, May 9th at 12:15 in the Little Theatre. Dr. Alan
Wallach of the Kean College Department of Fine Arts will
present a slide talk on " Life and Art in Contemporary China,"
based on his recent visit to mainland China .
Wednesday, May 10th at 12:15 in Sloan Lounge. Russ Burgess
will present an exciting thrilling demonstration in
HYPNOTISM. The audience is guaranteed to be amazed and
struck with side-splitting laughter by this mysterious and fascinating performance.

s,uN DAY

MaY3
the speakers that can be heard
on Sun Day. However, t here is
much more planned. There will
be several films, another slide
show, more speakers, more displays from solar manufacturers,
and what you 've all been waiting
for - the festivities. We're celebrating a power source that no
utility company can claim the
rights to sell to us. If the big
power companies could install a
meter on the sun, we'd all be using solar power for just about
everything. But they can't. The
sun is a common demoninator
for clean energy all over the
world. Just think of the potential I
And that's what we' re all going to
celebrate I
The atmosphere on campus

an actual solar energy system,
but the light it receives will be
from a sun lamp, rather than the
su n. You'll find this interesting
display in the front lobby of the
campus library from noon to7:00
p.m. Special thanks are due Dr.
Naggy and the library staff.
Archie Cole, president of the
Industrial Unions Council of N.J.
and affiliated with the International Union of Electrical
Workers, will give a talk on solar
energy and jobs. His point of
view concerning the development of solar power is both
powerful and necessary to
understand. Be sure to hear what

he has to say on the afternoon of
May 3rd.
These are a good sampling of

will be one of sharing j ust as we
all share the sun. Diam Kre sky, a
dancer, choreographer, and
teacher will lead salutation to the
sun exercises. Ms. Krevsky has
taught dance here at Kean and is
presently working at the Collette
Barry/Susan Klein School of
Dance in Manhatten. She will
help decorate the festive mood
on campus with original performances accompanied by
musician Vito Ricci on percussion.
WKCU will be broadcasting
Sun songs throughout the day as
well as airing special announcements concerning Sun Day, so
stay tuned.
Progressive music is being supplied by a band called JA TRA, a
sanskrit word meaning 'Jo urney
to the Sun.' They will play outsi de the College Center Bldg.
from 5 to 6 and from 7 to 8. Three
of the members of JATRA have
played with the Santana Rainbow group.
Omar Mesa and Friends will
provide an acoustic set from 6 to
7. Omar Mesa is the former lead
guitarist from the Mandrill
group. Together they prom ise a
beautiful audio-visual experience as we celebrate the sun
and watch it set.
Schedules of hour to hou r
events and their respective
locations will be available from
the Public Info. Booth in the
Townsend Hall Lobby. These will
also be posted throughout the
campus buildings. Any specific
question s should be directed to
Student Activ ities. Sun Day, 5272044. This sa me number can be
used for anyone who wishes to
become a functional part of the
organizational end of Sun Day at
Kean. Whether you want' to
volunteer your services or participate in activitie!o, you wl\\
surely have good fun in the sun
and learn a lot as we all celebrate
the arrival of the Solar Age.

Hot Liners Help Hotliners
,,

other Hotline volunteers from quest for bathroom privileges.
the Garden State, and the
One characteristic obviously
general opinion of the weekend
demonstrated
by the volunteers
was that it was both beneficial
and enlightening. The work- · was generosity; for example,
volunteers
were
extremely
shops were instructed by other
generous in giving their meals to
New Jersey Hotline directors and
the ducks. The unruly quackers
consisted of the exchanging of
ideas and information. These were last seen attacking these
" generous" volunteers.
workshops took place in various
cabins scattered throughout the
Besides learning basic Hotline
camp. The camp consisted of procedures,
the
volunteers
about 50 cabins, each having learned the values of social
bath. facilities and bunkbeds ac- cooperation. One questioning
comodating approximately eight volunteer was quoted as saying,
people. During the evenings, " has your opinion of me changvolunteers from various Hotlines ed since we lived together?"
got together to exchange ideas
All in all, Keari Hotllners enand become better acquainted .
One evening adventure was the joyed the 6th Annual G.S.C.I.A.
infamous rendevous on the weekend, and have high hopes
Braille Trail and the endless fo r the 7th.

On April 7, Kean College
Hotline participated in their 6th
annual training weekend at the
Pocono Environmental Education Center in Dingmans Ferry,
Pennsylvania. Tom O ' Do11nell,
the founder of the G.S.C.1.A.
(Garden State Crisis Information Association), and Kean 's
Communication-Help
Center
presented
College
Hotline
Management, one of the many
workshops available to the
volunteers. Other workshops
available were Sexual Assault Af-

termath, The Cronic Caller,
Psychic Healing, Gestalt
Therapy, and Coping With
Stress.
Approximately
30
Kean
Hotliners attended the G.S.C.I.A.
training weekend along with

Thursday, May 11th at 8:00 p .m . in the Wilkins Theatre. Jack
Anderson , America 's most widely syndicated columnist and
Pulitzer Prize winner, will speak on "THE NEWS BEHIND THE
HEADLINES." Tickets req uired for this lecture will be available
beginning April 24th.
Tuesdar, May 16th at 1 :40 in V.E. 112. Ann Gillen will give " An
Amusing Arialysis of the Art World," in the Arts Dialog series.
Thursday, May 18th at 12:15 in the Little Theatre. Melba Tolliver of "News Center 4" and host of a new weekly series called,
"MEET THE PEOPLE" will inspire and charm her audience with
the success story of h er career in television . She will answer
qu esti ons after her talk and remain to m eet informally with studen ts.
Tuesday, May 23rd at 1 :40 in the Little Theatre. Arts Dialog
will prese nt, Pat Oleszka in a program of conceptual sculpture.
Tuesday, May 23rd at 7:00 p .m. in t he Wilkins Theatre . Chancellor Holland er will address the college and community on
the matter of, " The Future of Higher Education in New Jersey."
Dr. Holland er will answer qu estions from the audience, giving
an opportunity to make the discussion more specific to Kean
College .
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Many Kean College Hotliners attended the G.S.C.I.A. tralnlns weekend.
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Photo by John Heyn

Vaughn-Eames Art Gallery is featuring art works in all medias.
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Photo by John Heyn

These and other works may be viewed during regular gallery houn.

Graduates Show
Their ''Stuff''

Double-talk

Photo by Sung Joe Kang
Photo by John Heyn

The Graduate Exhibition will be on display until May 3rd.

Ventriloquist, Cherly Bodricki performed for tl:te Senior Citizens of Whiteman Center for Lifelong Learning. Left to right are: " Sandy," Cheryl, Mrs. McTaggart, Mrs. Doerner and Carol Dvoor, Coordinator of
the center.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Women battle it out in the Women's Arm Wrestling eve nt.

Pouring on the strength, Sigma Theta
Throw.

April 17, 1978
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y Ralph Abbat e

Sigma Theta Chi (I) and Nu Delta Pi (r) battle for the Tug-O-War championship.

·1ercules ·Lives On in the
Greek Olympics

Pho to b y Ralph Abbat

Women's basketball champs - Sigma Beta Chi.

'

·
Pho to b y Ralph Abbate

Once again Sigma Theta' Chi walked away with the Men's basketbaJI title.

Photo by Ralph Abbat e

Scaling the wall in the Greek Olympics obstacle course is a member
of Nu Delta Pi.
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Photo by Ralph Abbate

The agony of defeat shows in the faces of the losing team in the Beer Chugging contest.

Photo b y Ralph A bate

Sigma Theta Ch i members smile with the joy of the victory - Champion Beer Chuggers.
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Potters, Painters, Printmakers
dyes all the yarn she uses in her
tapestries. Using this method she
is involved with the fiber at the
very outset of the creation of the
piece. Plain tapestry weaves are
, employed to develop designs in
geometric forms. Gabrielle's
,/(;:;..
J
',.,
:;..
\
large wool tapestries have areas
. ,·
woven in relief, which combine
with a variety of pattern techni~
ques and textures to create very
intricate design effects. This artist
dyes some of the yarn herself to
achieve the desired effects, but is
most concerned with the results
that can be obtained with the
various loom techniques she employs.
Patricia Llewel Greenidge's
cast jewelry shows us a variety of
organic forms in silver integrating polished stones. Necklaces
and rings are designed by the artist with wax technique, as this
medium lends itself to the
creation of organic forms, with
which she ex presses herself.
Printmakers Charlann Blous
and Brenda Vanuk Hynes, use
different methods and forms in
their work. Charlann exhibits
woodcuts of close-up views of
Original and new ideas are expressed and nn be found in the works which form the Graduate Exhibition wild cats and other animals. Her
now in the Vaughn-Eames Gallery.
predominant interest is with the
design and symmetry found in
nature, which she translates into
Nancy Mika and Marge Day,
volved in experimenting with
The College Gallery in
the structural form of coils and frontal close-ups of the animals
Vaughn-Eames Hall is exhibiti ng the ceramic artists, approach clay
she displays in bold contrasting
slabs in handbuilding, and
until May 3 the thesis work of with very different attitudes.
colors. Brenda too, works from
achieves an intricacy and delieleven Master's Degree candi- Nancy's work is handbuilt and
nature, but her photo-silkcacy of detail in her work.
dates. The artists exhibiting their places its emphasis on the freescreen techniques which are
work are all part of the Graduate dom that can be expressed and
sometimes combined with handEach of the three exhibiting
Seminar program which is con- experienced with this method.
cut stencils concentrate on landweavers, Donna Ryan, Linda Farducted by Professor Vito Giaca- The textural qualities that can be
scape themes.
lone.
found in the stoneware clay, are rell and Gabrielle Vetack, exPaintings in oils and acrylics
press themselves in fiber very
emphasized by the colors obThe creative ex pressio n of potare being exhibited by Elisa-beth
tained in staining and glazing the differently . Donna's sculptural
ters,
painters,
printmakers,
Finkelstein, Ben Georgia and
forms of brilliant colors, are
sculptural
forms
produced,
weavers and jewelry maker can
Marge Day on the other hand, woven on the loom and conbe seen in this show of diverse
structed with wrapping and coilshows us whe~lthrown and
media and approach. The eleven
ing techniques off-loom . Wool
handbuilt forms of raku, stoneartists have all developed their
ware and porcelain. Her techniand cotton fibers are used, and
ow_n very distinctive styles and
que of integrating coiled forms, she dyes the material to arrive at
each presents his or her own perloosens the quality of wheel- the colors she desires. , Miss
sonal point of view.
thrown pots. She has been in- Farrell handspins and naturally
by Deborah Orazi

.

"'
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Sanford Harlan. Elisabeth exhibits a series of lyrical abstractions o f plant life in acrylics. We
see the soft edges of undulating
forms that manifest themselves
in the bright colors of tropical
plant life. Ben Georgia 's oil paintings also derive their form from
nature, abstractly expressing
feelings of space by means of the
colors used. Colors found in
nature play an important part in
this series of paintings. Mr. Harlan 's hard edge acrylic paintings
concern themselves primarily
with color and form. A variation
of the pyramid shape is found in
each painting in the series, and
the play of color is controlled by
displacement of gold shapes, to
vary the positive and negative
areas. Greens, blues and beiges
are used in each painting, but
these colors appear to change
with the movement and arrangement of the forms. ,
Exhibition
Director,
Vito
Giacalone, considers this Graduate Exhibition to be the culmination of two years of graduate
study. Student development is
evident in the professionally
organized show, and the high
quality of exhibition. The emphasis of the graduate program is
to facilitate each student finding
his or her own direction, thus
enabling the student to work and
function as an independent artist
outside the classroom. In this
Seminar
program,
graduate
students learn the fundamentals
of museum and exhibition techniques. The exhibition emphasized simplicity of presentation,
so that inhe.rent quality is apparent.

Troubador Weaves
Medieval Tapestry

A concert fit for a king is how I
would describe the Waverly
Consorts presentation of "Las
Cantigas De Santa Maria" subtitled an evening of "Medieval
Music and Verse in the Court of
Alfonso X."

Can 22 hotel floors, 42 guards, 157 cops,
390 barricades and, 3,000 hysterical fans
keep these kids from getting to the Beatles?

NOWAY!
STEVEN SfJIELBERG PRESENTS
A ROSE & ASSEYEV Production

A near full house in the TPA listened appreciatively as the six
musicians of the Court wove
wonderful tales and told of holy
legends in a style directly out of
the 14th century. Employing
such exotic instruments as
Moorish guitars, shawrnn,
Medieval fiddles and rausch
pfeife, they recreated the mood
of the time.
The songs themselves were
sung in Portuguese by two vocalists, one tenor and one
mezzo-soprano. Many took the
fo,rrn of prayers and adulations to
the Virgin Mary others told of
miracles Holy Mary performed.

Most interesting to me were the
instrumental breaks - all acoustic of course and at times sparce
but thoroughly effective. To 20th
century ears the music may
sound rather odd and a bit unimaginative rhythmically but in
fact contains superb subtle usage of percussion and strings.
A Troubador (played by
Nicholas Kepros) hosted the
evening entertaining us with
background on the songs as if he
were relating 14th century gossip - " Did you hear the story
on ... " Toward the end of the
evening he employed a bit of
mime to illustrate a miracle Holy
Mary had performed. At times
during the show I sensed that the
Troubador was on the verge of
f1:>rgetting his lines and this made
me uneasy.
Otherwise, the costumes,
lighting and stage settings were
all tastefully do11e and what's
most important I enjoyed
myself.

Getting To Know You

'I WANNAHOLD YOUR HAND'
Starring NANCY ALLEN· BOBBY DICICCO· MARC McCLURE
SUSAN KENDALL NEWMAN· THERESA SALDANA· WENDIE JO SPERBER
Written by ROBERT ZEMECKIS & BOB GALE· Directed by ROBERT ZEME_CKIS
Associate Producer BOB GALE · Produced by TAMARA ASSEYEV & ALEX ROSE
Executive Producer STEVEN SPIELBERG AuNivrnsALPicruRE PG PlRENTAL GUIDANCE summo~
r ·n. -. .( h •.:·-~•.;-.·~ ...
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WOMAN TALK will change
the format for Wednesday May
3rd at noon. Instead of a guest
speaker, WOMEN will speak for
themselves about themselves
and express their own ideas
about WOMAN TALK and their
participation.
Lizanne Gibson, newly appointed Graduate Assistant to
the Carn-pus Center for Women, will address the group to,
present an account of her arrival
at Kean College of New Jersey,
her view of the college and her
college position and her plans
for the future. She is a graduate
of Ursinus College in Pennsylvania with a B.A. in Modern
Romance Languages and in 1970
returned to Upsala to become a

certified teacher. She now holds
three · certificates in English,
French and Spanish which permit her to teach on a Secondary
level. As a graduate student at
Kean College, she is enrolled in a
Master's Program in counseling.
The purpose of the May 3rd
program is primarily on e of sharing and open discussion will be
encouraged and welcomed. We
will exp lore some exercises in
relaxation and using our
irnagi_nations to enrich our lives.
Please join us and invite your
friends to be part of our noontime session.
" Getting to know you
Getting to know all about you
Getting to like you
Hoping that you like me ... "

April 27, 1978
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Genentology To
Be Certified
by Lynn Richmond
A
new
multi-disciplinary
program dealing with certification in the field of gerontology is
currently being structured underthe auspices of the Department
of Health and Recreation at Kean
College.
The program, yet in its embryonic stage, began just this Spring
Semester but has accelerated
quickly under the qualified direction of its co-ordinator, Mr.
Robert Famigh etti. Its projected
compl etion and certification has
been targeted for Spring 1979.
Utilizing a life span approach,
the gerontology program will
draw on th e ex pertise of numerous departments in developing a
comprehensive cluster of
courses. It will encompass all
aspects of ageism including such
diverse elements as political
ramifications for the elderly, the
psychology of ageism and the
social implications of institutional care. The objective is to
have a complete intensive concentration of courses and field
study which will enable students
to have a full understanding of
this specialty and to be considered qualified in the gerontology field.
Famighetti stresses the importance of proper instruction
before the practicum begins. " It
is essential," he states, " that
students understand the
problems and attitudes unique
to those people whom they will
be working with ." The need for
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Siegel Special

this program is emphasized by
the large number of graduates
who are already in the geron tology f ield and have return ed to
Kean to further their abilities by
taking graduate courses pertaining directly to thei r jobs.
An excellent opportunity for
interested students who may
wi sh to explore the geron tology
option will be offered on May 5,
1978 by the Second Annual Sadi e
Richman Gerontology Conference. Th e Comprehensive,all
day program will provide rel evant knowl edge and learning experi ences to promote a fuller
understanding o f th e rights, responsibilities and re -engagement of the eld eJly.
The workshops will all be
given by authorities· who have
field experience- and extensive
knowledge in their particular
specialties.
Some of the
conference highlights will include " The Responsibilities of
Family Members to their Aged
Members and Members to their
Age_d Members" and " The ReEngagement of the Elderly in
Institutional Settings; - Creative
Independence." This program
will provide an invaluable and
educative experience for those '
all ready in the gerontology field
as well as interested novices.
For further information about
the conference, or the Gerontology program, contact Robert
Famighetti at 527-2098 or 5272605.

Kean College's Co-Curricular Program Board will present ABC-TV "Eyewitness" Newsman, Joel 5iesel In
a mid-day lecture on Thursday, Mily 4, 1978 ill 12:15 p.m. In the little Theatre. Admlulon Is free to this

event. The Brooklyn born Speci•I Events Reporter will enhance the Interesting dlscuslion of many current
topics with his unique look, personality and style.

Doc Makes House Call

IS

ING!

On Thursday, May 4th, Friday,
May 5th and Saturday, May 6th,
" The Good Doctor" will be making a house call to the Eugene G.
Wilkins Theatre of the Performing Arts at 8:00 p.m . He will
appear through the courtesy of
Neil Simon, with laughter being
the remedy to the daily humdrum blu es.
Simon, noted for such works as
"The Odd Couple" and '(The
Goodbye Girl," had re-created
the short stories of Anton
Chekov, settin'g them up as a
series of eight very funny vignettes which show the way we
humans cope with life's. problems. Dr. James R. Murphy will

be directing the antics, aided by
assistant director Gordon
Wiener. Contrary to the outrageous doctor fees we are used
to, this doctor charges only $3.00
or $2.00 a visit, half-price for all
Kean College student/faculty
with presentation of I.D. The box
office, located in th e T.P.A. lobby, will open on April 24, but in
order to make an early appointment, tickets may be reserved by
filling out the order form in the
Bulletin Bored section of this
paper, and returning it to Dr.
James Murphy, VE-413 as soon as
possible. Fill out your prescription- now and let " The Good
Doctor" cure your ailments.

Adult Adventure
The Kean College Adult
Group is a non-profit organization sponsored by the Institute of
Child Study, a division of the
Special Education Department.
The main objective of this group
is socialization for retarded
adults from 18 years of age and
up. Other objectives include :
physical fitness, self-awareness
and improvement, handling and
budgeting money, arts and
crafts, and just plain enjoyment.
This group, formerly funded by
the state, is now being totally
supported by member dues and
any other money which is raised
by the group through bakesales,
candy sales, car washes, etc.
Through th ese earnings, special

Olympia

events such as Great Adventure,
dinner in Chinatown, holiday
parties and our spring picnics are
possible.
The Adult Group, which is run
by the members with the guidance of qualified, responsible
counselors, meets Wednesday
nights from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m. in the Institute of Child
Study building, room #101.
New members are always
welcomed and new counselors
are greatly needed. If you are interested or know someone who
is, please contact : Patti Musano,
239-8764 or call the Special
Education Department at 5272326.

(Continued from page 6)

are selling candy at 50¢ a bar and they hope to have support from
everyone.
Sigma Theta Chi is having an Open Party on April 28, 1978 (Friday
night) from 9 p .m. till ?. All the beer and music you can handle, so
come ou t and party.
Nu Sigma Phi is sponsoring a Ra ffle with 50% of the proceeds going
toward Multiple Scle rosis and $150.00 worth of Booze for the winner .
The drawing is set for May 23, 1978 in the Student Center at 11 a.m.
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From a country as clean and unspoiled as Canada, you'd expect a very
special taste. Fresh from North America's
most experienced brewery, Molson has
been making friends on both sides of the
border since 17 86 .

w great Canada can taste.
it the heartiness of Molson
le, spirited Canadian Beer,
r smooth Golden.
Or all three.

•
Brouaht to you proudly by Martlel lmporb ng Co., Inc., Creal Nttk , N.Y.
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Russians Rescue
Kean College Students

Career Search

Unwanted Help
Wanted
by Sebastian Toombs
By tradition everyone's job
search begins with the Help
Wanted pages of the Sunday
pepers and that may not be the right place.
Do you realize that only 1012% of available jobs are ever advertised l And th.it the higher
you go on the corporate ladder
the less of a chance you have in
the classifieds.
That's why it was suggested
that you try direct mailing in addition to the ads.
Most ads you run across will be
blind ads. You won 't know who
you are writing to because only a
box number will be offered.
.Now many times these ads are
merely test cases run by executive recruiters, employment
agencies or large companies just
to judge how many prospectS
they may have out there.
If it sounds perfect, answer it,
but be wary. The blind ad
removes all responsibility from
you about a reply. You won't be
able to call the person and
whether they answer or not is
entirely up to them.
If you run across an ad which
sounds perfect for you and you
have the company's name and
address, your first impulse would
be to dash a letter off immediately. Wrongol
The biggest response will be
during the first week and your
resume will stand a good chance
of being lost in the shuffle. Most
of the ads are good for about
eight weeks so wait about seven
to fourteen days before answering. However, if the ad sounds
too good to take a chance on
consider sending off a mailgram

or tele gram on Sunday afte rnoon. It will get there Monday
morning and probably be the
only one there. Give a brief
outline of your talents and let
them know your resume is on
the way so they qin look for it.
For those just out of college
the chances through the ads isn 't
totally bleak but trust d irect
mailings rather than the ads.
Some of you may be considering employment agencies.
Sounds goodl Not really.
The employment agencies are
working for the companies, not
you. They only make money if
they place you and are looking to
get exclusive contracts with
some companies to do all their
business. So you have to be careful.
Do not register with any
agency that wants to charge you
a fee right up front, specify that
you are interested in positions
where the company will pay the
fee. And only register with three
to five agencies or else your
resume .will start becoming confused and haphazardly sent out.
The agency also will tell you
immediately that you will never
get the salary you ' re looking for,
but remember they work for the
company, not you, so don't be
discouraged .
'
Always ask to be informed

where your resume is being sent
before they send it out and get
your approval.
This weeks article turned out
short because the subject really
doesn't deserve much space.
Your best bet is still the direct
mailings to the officers of the
companies but it is well to be
warned about these areas.

Ke an Colle ge of New Jersey
stude nts will sure ly be remembe red by the passengers and
cre w aboard the Russian ship,
M .S. Kazakhstan. I, Gary Kirsinger, Randolph , New Jersey,
was one of the students who
made news aboard the ship on
January 20, the next to last day of
a fourteen day Caribbean cruise.

I became very ill, but due to
the weather and conditions at
sea, it was not possible to take me
by helicopter to shore. Unexpedtedly I was given the opportunity to experience the Russians' surgical techniques while
aboard the Kazakhstan. The Russian doctors .(a dentist, gynecologist, and general surgeon)
decided to remove my appendix about noon. The surgery was
not performed until about 5:45
p.m., almost twenty-four hours
after I became ill. At this time l
felt as though I did not care what
anyone did to me; all I could
th ink about was being put to
sleep and tile end of my wretched state of pain.
I could hardly believe that I
was asked to walk from the ship
hospital to the operating room
across the hall. I was helped onto
the operating table and they my
legs were strapped and my arms
placed in restraining loops. The
doctors did not speak English,
but I was able to answer their
questions as to whether or not I
was allergic to novocaine, and
that yes, I do have a stro_ng heart
and lungs. Suddenly I felt four
sharp twinges as a result of novocaine injections, and then a frankly weird sensation as the doctor
made the initial incision. As he
cut deeper through the intesti-

nal wall I fe lt sharp pains and this
pain continued to increase in inte nsity. It was obvious that I was
not going to be anesthetized and
when I asked for something for
the pain, the doctors said, " you
young strong boy." The doctors
knew the pain was excruciating
and tried to console me by saying
"just a little more." Well, after
two hours the· final stitches were
put in and I felt each and every
one. After being moved back
into the ship's hospital room I
spent the most restless night of
my life along, "hurting," and
thinking of the experience I had
just gone through.
The next day the M.S.
Kazakhstan came into port at
New Orleans and I was taken to
Toro Hospital in an awaiting
ambulance. The doctors in New
Orleans said the operation was
quite an ordeal and that I had to
stay there for the whole week.
Dr. Keneth Benson, Health and
Recreation Department, Kean
College, made the arrangements for my care and postoperative treatment at Toro Hospital. He has been really tremendous. He stayed with me in
New Orleans for a few days and
my parents and I are very grateful to him for stepping in as my
"adopted father " during this
whole experience. The passengers, crew, and others in our
group were great. I appreciate all
their efforts to console me at my
time of need.
The following is a poem sent to
me which I think summarizes my
whole experience:
Hallmark doesn't feature a getwell-card
For a case like yours that was so
bizarre

So composed a special, with best

wishe s for you
Afte r le arning about all that you
went through.
We think that you should write a
book
About that memorable cruise
that you took
To be stticken while still aboard
ship
We're sure was something you
could skip.
Up till then, no doubt, you had a
bash
Never thought it would end like
a scene from M.A.S.H.
You certainly are to be commended
For the courage you showed till
the ordeal ended.
Being conscious all during the
surgery bit
Bet you can patent a "Do-ItYourself" Kit.
There's a chance your appendix
is in a jar
Preserved in Vodka for the Russian Czar.
Or perhaps in custody of the
Russian Premiere
Who wanted it for a souvenir.
The doctors probably received a
citation
For their heroic performance
" on some kid on vacation. "
Meanwhile, "Strong Boy" not
make any fuss
You' re one in a million -a really
brave cuss.
For that you deserve at least
Honorable Mention
What other Kid's "appy" drew
International attentionl
Your saga at sea is now a closed
chapter
And the end - " a happily ever
after."
You are well on the mend, we are
all glad to hear
From all of us - a big rousing
cheer.

Israel's Birthday
In celebration of Israel's Birthday and in commemoration of
the Holocaust, the Jewish Students' Union of Kean College announces the following events :
Sunclily, April 30, the " Salute to Israel" walk-a-thon will leave
from the Green Lane YM-YWHA. It is scheduled from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m .
Monday, May 1, brings a Film Festival featuring 'The Odessa
File" and ''Gentlemen 's Agreement" to the Little Theatre, from
12:30 to 6:30 p.m. Price is .75 cents.
Tuesday, May 2, Guest speaker, Cheryl Polansky, Brand eis
Unive rsity se nior and Milwaukee Stud e nt Activist, will speak on
" Ne o-Nazism in America " at 1 :40 p .m . in th e Alumn i Lounge.
Wednesday, May 3, Kite flying, " Ge t High , Give Cha i" is
planned for at 1 p.m. outsid e Downs Hall and Vaughn-Eam es,
the fee o f $1 .18 includes kite and string.
Wednesday, May 3, A Jewish Blu e grass Conce rt featuring
some form e r artists from Dave Brombe rg 's band . De rech Ha
Olam is sche dule d for the Ze lla Fry Th eatre in Vaughn-Eam es at
7:30 p.m . Ticke ts are $2.18.

For question s, ple ase contact De bbie Sie ge l at : 351-5060 or
527-2765.

by Bob Dudek
Who is one of the last local kiddie show hosts around todayl
Who got all the phone calls on
WMCA radio, shutting out Bob
MacAllister (of Wonderamajl
Who has a repetoire of about 80
characters and 30 puppetsl
Whol Uncle Floyd, that's whol
Who 's Uncle Floydl Well, if you
start your day with a 9:25 class, I
suggest you turn to channel 68
on your UHF dial at 8:00 a.m.
Mon . - Fri. to find out. It may
become a habit. ·
Don 't be embarrassed about
watching a " kiddie" show.
Floyd 's ave rage viewer is 21 years
old. You can have your birthday
announce d ove r the air or send
in a p icture for the wall and show
Floyd 's audi e nce your artistic
abilitie s, no matter how little or
much you have. Th e biggest
laugh s of th e show are ofte n
found in th e se pictures. The best
part of this is that you are 99%
guarante ed to se e your picture

WKCU -P~OGRESSIVELY BETTER
Time Slots

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thunday

8 :00 to
111:t)t)

l:lruce
Sidwell

S teve
Whoe ler

l:lruce
Sidwell

l:lill
I-ow ler

ltJ:tltJ to
12:t)t)

l:lob
I rupia no

Le n ny
Mata rese

(ieorge
Anderson

Maria
.. Sli de" Sgro

Ross
Weinick

12:tltl lo
J :00

Mark
Ru ssam ano

Mark
Ash

l:lill
(iarrabraut

Aud y
Isaacs

Carlos
Gonalez

J :tltl to
b:tltl

I o ny
Bre nna n

Uale
Forest

John
Scannelli

I-red
. Raimondi

b :tltl to
8 :t)t)

Je ll
I ru pia no

I ues. Night

Dawn
Shepherd

Spotlite On

Daw
Plewr

8 :tltl to
11 :t)t)

I erry
Mc(j uirk

Al
Sc haefer

.Ke n
l:le llero

Robbie
Mcl:.nt ure

Rooney
Adams

11:00 to
l :lltl

I erry
Ca rte r

Ja mes
M u rray

De rek
Dent

Wi ll ie
Washi ngto n

Russell
Stokes

•••

S pot lite On

I

•• *
News & Views

Ira:- abow sc~u le w ill ta ke effect Mo nda y, April 17

Friday
9-10

Tara
Higgins

Phil
Ma ngogna

' '"

Uncle Floyd and Oogie will brighten your mornings if you tune In
Channel 68 Mon.-Fri. at 8 a.m.
because Floyd 's mail is not stag- e njoyed .
ge ring. Only the obsce ne are
Floyd is not the only character
omitte d .
player on the show. Scott
The puppets are zapped in and Gorden , who is also a superb
out of the show given a minute mental ist appears as Dr. Whatsor two each. Some of the more damatter, Mr. Brown Jeans, Jax
famous puppets are: Oogie Pan Employment Age ncy and
(Floyd 's co-star), a wise cracking Officer Macnanamy.
little kid : Zollo, who is the oppoThere is usually a third person
site of Oogie, th e bookworm included in the on-camera cast.
puppe t and Mr. Jones who is a This ofte n depe nds on the e ver
constant patron o f " Wally's" shifting be hind the camera crew.
whe re Floyd played piano a time Mugsy, Neal Edwards (currently
or two. When he appears he is the Viking) , John Pitchatino,
usually bombe d and ready to Jamie Deans, Bob Donlan and
si ng a song in the unmistakable the inimitable .Tony Petrillo are
some of these third hands .
Mr. Jon e's style.
No ne wspaper - article can
Characte rs are Floyd's forte .
Sir Cecil S.A. SaSuul is Floyd with accurate ly de scribe the zariy anpythe he lme t, monacle and the tics of this crew. Only by watchlion hunte rs' British acce nt. He ing can you understand . Uncle
and Mrs. Gree n (a puppet) show Floyd himself is first to admit that
picture s with hilarious explana- he is not for the masses, but he
tions of what they are. Another is may be for you. Tune in on
a parody o f a fed up T.V. clown chann e l 68 at 8 :00 a.m. and find
ala Bozo. He has to be seen to be out.
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I %5 (_ hevelle - needs body work
best offer - call after 6. !'hone 61!85J.l8 ask for 1'11ck.

HELi' \\ AN l EU
l'ar1Lt1me early monung hours, 5
a.m. to open. Apply Uonut Plus,
498 Inman Ave .. (. oloma. phont>
574-..!44I. JO mmutt>s away from
school.

Come Celebrate Spring at
COFFEEHOUSE
Thurs., April 27
8:30-?
Sloan Lge Student Ctr - free
coffee, tea, danish. . . Bring
your own wine . ..

\.\ ork-study job opemn~. Fall ' 711.
Houtme maintenance of eqmpmtnt and
fac1ht1es of Ues1in Mud,o. \.\-ork hours
•djusled to student's schedule. Must
qua hf) for fmanc1al aid. l ontact Prof.
lluchner, hne Arts.\ l,.115: Ml:40-4:lO,
I IU:S0-1:.10, \.\ 1:40-4:20, lh 12:15-4:lO.
Prof. Huchner is an Affirmatne Acllon-1,.qual Opportunity Employer.

EXPRESS YOURSH.F
I will make any bumper sticker you
want for only SJ.00. Call 354-5870.

ll'ICOME Ol'l'ORTUNITY
Uevelop Welcome Wagon's Campus \\ elcome program for extra fall
semester earnings. Car necessary.
Interest m sales an asset. Write
Luise McCarthy, JB Maple Ave.,
Oradell, I\ .J. 07649 for application
and mlerv1ew. Equal Opportunity
lmployer.

FINE ARTS MAJORS

moldmaking/
casting
workshop
MAY 2&3
Alan Dubinsky • An instruclor and technician at The Cooper Union, Schools
of Art and Architec1ure and formerly with Brooklyn College
and 1he Brooklyn Museum Art School, he has been involved
in plastic labrica1ion from both an artisiic and commercial
viewpoint. He has been involved in large scale fiberglls
sculplUre, and most recenlly in the design of plasiic spes_d
and saft>ty gear for 1he luge sled.
Reuben Kadish - One of the foremoSI prac1i1ioners of the lost wax ca>1ing
process, he has been leaching al The Cooper Union for tlote
past 18 years. He has h,d many one man Jnd group show,
including lhe Sao Paolo Bienalle, Carnegie ln1erna1ional,
Chicago Ari lm111u1e, U.S. Annual, and os represen1ed in
many galleries and museums in the U.S. and Europe.

He has worked in clay and bronze for over 25 years, and
has recently su'perviscd Lhe restoration of column Cdpitals
at The Cooper Union.
An Assislant Professor in 1he melals and manufacturing area ,
Industrial S1udies Dep-artmen1, Kean College, he is a mem·
ber of the American Welding Sociely and 1he Sociely for
Non-Destruciive Tesling. He supervises operalion of lhe
foundry in 1he lndusirial S1udies Department.
·

de onstrations ·
Tuesduy, May 2nd \IE-104/112

AM•

10:00 1:!· 00

Polysulfide Rubber Molding Demonstration
-Reuben Kodish

PM

1:00

Setting of Polysulfide Rubber mold
-Reuben Kudi,h

1:40 · 3 05
VE- 112

Lecture: Restoration of Column Capitals
. Cooper Union/Lalex and Lost Wax Casting
-Reuben f.:adi,h
Wednesduy, May 3rd Vt. -104

AM•

9:25 · 12:05

Polye,ter Resin and Fiberglas Lay Up Demons1r,tion
-Alan Dubinski

PM

1:00- 2.00

Pulling of Resin Mold

2:00

full Mold Casting Demonstration • Polysty rene
Sand Casting Demonstration - Aluminum
Slides: Casting Processes and Procedures
-John Slodicka

-Alon Duhinsk ►

•Refreshment.< w/11 ~ ,en~d.

will be held on May 5, 1978. Anyone wishing to sign up for a
position must submit their name and the position they are
running for by May 3, 1978 at 12:00 noon - the latest.

CATHOLIC MASS EVERY SUNDAY
6:00 p.m. Browsing Room. , Hookstore Hldg.
PLEA ·1::. JOIN US!!!
Relreshments .- Spiritual and Material

On Wednesday, May 3, (Rain date May 4) between 9:30
a.m. and 4:00 p.m., there will be an exhibition and sale of
student art work. Many different art forms will be involved
including: Drawings, Paintings, Ceramics, Sculpture,
Jewelry, Photgraphy and Textiles. Music will be supplied by
students from the Music Department.
EVERYONE is invited to share in our festival.

Part-time help wanted during
school year. More hours available
durmg school vacations. Apply,
please du not phone. Color Labs,
Inc., 766 Chancellor Ave., Ir- ,
vmglon, l'I .J.

Lambda Alpha Sigma,
The Arts & Sciences
Honor Society, will
meet toelectofficers for
next year on Tuesday,
May 2nd during colIese hour in the Browsing Room of the Bookstore.

INDEPENDENT ELECTIONS

Time to Deci~e on Your Disguise

SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL
on the
VAUGHN-EAMES GREEN

John Sladicko -

I- emale wishes to share l bedroom
apartment with sa :ne. across from
l\ean College. $1..:l.50/per month
plus half of electric and gas. Call
355-1597. Lmda S. Brown.

Sailing On A 70 .Foot Yawl
Would you like to experience a fantastic sailing trip on the Hudson? The Outing
Club is sponsoring such a trip on May 21. The boat leaves 10 a.m. on Sunday
and the cost is $8.00 per person. All interested people come to our meeting
which is held every Tuesday at 1:30 (College Hour) in J-130.

ATTENTION
HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS
Kean College 1s beginning a
lederally mandated sell study to examine the ways in which the campus
responds to the needs ol handicapped students. l his includes examination ol both the physical
structure a~d academic regulations
ol the College.
I he sell evaluation committee.
",shes to become more a ware ol the
concerns ol handicapped students.
and asks that any handicapped
student "ho wishes to help by d1scussmg his her experiences at Kean
(anonymny will be preserved) call
the Allirmat1ve Action Ollice 5272505 tor lurther details.

CCB Presents

Through The
Looking Glass
Sun., April 30, 1978
in the Little Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Admission 251t

Students interested in entering the Speech and Hearing
Major, contact Clinic
Secretary CSl for an interview appointment.

Chancellor Of
Higher Ed. To
Lecture At K.C.
On May 23, at 7:00 p.m.
Chancellor of Higher Education,
T. Edward Hollander will address
all interested students and
faculty members on the subject:
The Future of Higher Education
in New Jersey, in general, and at
Kean College, in particular. The
address is being presented by
The Townsend Lecture Series
(and the Chancellor's good
graces) and will be held in
Wilkin's Theatre.

DAY OF MED IT A TlON
AND PRAYER
Spend a quiet day down at
the shore, learn meditative
techniques and quiet prayer
Relaxing - Spiritual
Educational
Sat., April 29, 1978
Leave: Kean College 8:30
a.m, - day will be from l 0:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Arrive Back: 5:30 p.m.
Reservations Limited
Call Fr. Rich Garcia
355-6660
Donation: $10.00

Sigma Theta Chi Party
440 Jefferson Ave., Elizabeth, N.J.
FREE BEER
Apri! 28th
All types of music
Donation: $1.50

W.K.C.U. is looking for new Disc Jockeys.
Everyone is welcomed to join - especially Communication Majors. There is the opportunity to
receive the Federal Communications Commission Broadcasting License. So drop by
Dougall Hall, third floor, anytime.
Kean College Theatre Series Presents:

NEIL SIMON'S
hilarious comedy
"The Good Doctor"
"The Good Doctor" is based on the short stories of Anton Chekov. The short stories have
provided Simon with the chance to write eight very funny vignettes about the way in which we
humans cope with life's problems.
The performance dates are May 4, 5, 6, and it will be staged in the Eugene G. Wilkins Theatre
of the Performing Arts. One ticket may be purchased at half-price with the presentation of stu- '
dent / faculty l.D.
For Information Call 527-2349

April 27, 1978
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FREE
LEGAL SERVICES·
•

Counseling By A Practicing Attorney

Every Thursday frOm 1 :00 P.M.

to

5:00 P.M.

'-

COLLEGE CENTER BLDG

Call 289-6200 for. information
APRIL FESTIVAL
April 28, 29, 30, 1978
BENEFIT FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
New Jersey Association for Retarded Citizens
Union County Chapter
SPONSORED BY:

Council for Exceptional Children in coniunction:
Third World Movement
S.C.A.T.E.
Memorabilia
Resident' s Association
P.R.O.U.D.
Spanish Social Club
National Student Association
Circle K
Evening Student Council
I.F.S.C.
Latin Fraternity and Sorority :
Sugar Bear Productions
Lambda Theta Psi
Student Activities Staff
Phi Theta Alpha
Cuisine Limited
High Grade Beverage - Pabst
Se rvice s Donated by the College :
(Rich Gamon)
•Mainte nance
Mr. Herley Davis and the staff at the pub
Se curity
The Re itz Organization
Technicians donated Student Org. Staff
Food: Hot dogs, Hamburgers, beer and munchies
College Center Building
33 Hour Dance Marathon
April 28, 1978 4:00 P.M .·April 30, 1978

1:00 a.m.

Disco Music provided by the New Jersey Record Company
Bands Schedule
Friday, April 28, 1978

4 :30 p.m.- 5:30 p.m .
6:00p.m.- 7:30p.m.
8:30 p .m.-10:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.- 1 :00 a.m .
5 :00a .m.- 7:00a.m .

-Sun Down
Tongu e and Groove
Colt
Tattoo Rose
Cresce nts

Saturday, April 29, 1978
2:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.- 8 :00 p.m .
9: 00 p.m.-10 :30 p.m.
11 :00 p.m.- 1 :00a.m.

Main St.
Small Town Boys
Eldorado
Screame r

Kean College will observe
Hunger Awareness Day on
Thursday, April 27, with
special programs at the
College Center from 12:00
noon to 2:00 p.m. and from
6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. The noon
program will feature Jim Kerr,
a disc jockey at WPIX-FM In

New York, and musk:al entertainment by Smoke. The
evening program will Include
representatives from hunger
organizaitions sharing Information on nrlous approaches for dealing with the
hunger problem.
Fr. Rich Gairciil of Kean
College Campus Ministries
explained the purpose of the
day as, "To increase aware-

ness about the problems of
world hunger and to explore
practical responses people
can make to reduce the impact of food short.lges on
hum.in beings."
lnformaition on world
hunger will be ainililble at
sever.ii campus locations during the day, films wlfl be
shown in Sloan Lo1:1nge, and
members of the campus community will have the opportunity to donaite cash and
food products for hunger
relief. It is suggested th.it
people forego the noon meal
or have only soup and
beverage and donaite the normal cost of the meal to hunger
programs.

,

YOUR COLLEGE RING
FOR NOW AND THE FUTURE

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE FOR LITTLE THEATRE
Friday, April 28, 1978
Films : " Dairy of a Mad Housewif e" - " Duel of the Iron Fists"
5 :00p.m .- 7:00p.m.
Fashion Show
7 :30 p.m.- 8 :30 p.m .
Exodus Gospe l Choir & Poetry Session " Insid e Out "
9:00 p.m.-10 :00 p.m.
Mu sic by Eva Tricu e les & Bill Deitz
10 :30 p .m .-11 :30 p.m.
Films : " Reefe r Madne ss ',' & " Night of th e Living Dead"
12:00 p.m .- 3:00 a.m.

Saturday, Aprjl 29, 1978

10 :00a .m.12 :00p .m.2:30 p .m .4:00 p .m.-

2:00p.m .
1:30p.m.
3:30 p.m :
8 :00 p. m .

8:30 p.m .-1 2:00 p.m.
12:30a .m .- 2: 00 a .m .

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES

Arts & Cra ft s
Mu sic by Sissy San tarsi e ro
Ma gic Sh ow : Dan Le m be rg
Fil m Fest iva l: " G.T. & Th e Ally Cat" - " Harold & T,he Purple Crayon "
" Lomax b y Dr. Su ess"
Mu sic by: " Richard Harris" " Owe n Blotke n & The Mopeds"
" Bob Me le ," " M ik e Barton "
" Dial M ior Mu rder"

Traditional or Fashion .. .
Unmistakably Distinctive
Deluxe fec1tures are now available
at no extra chargeat your bookstore.

Tues., May 2nd
Craft and Anl ique Show• Apri l 29, 1978 - 9 a.m .-5 p.m.
r' tsic.!t> Willis & Hutchinson Parking Lots
(Rai 1 L.ocation: Boo kstore Bu ild ing)
Fo r fu , the r in fonn ation ca ll 527-2660.

Wed ., May 3rd

10
5
10
5

a.m;-3
p.m.-8
a.m.-3
p.m .-8

p.m.
p .m.
p .m .
p .m .

College Center
Hutch inson
College Center
Hutchinson
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Thunday, April 27, 1978

1 :00- 2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11 :00- 3:00 p.m.
8 :30 p.m.
8 :00-11 :00
6:00-11:00
5:00-11 :00
7:00-10:00
4:00- 8:00
7:40 p.m.

Poetry Contest Rehearsal
Hunger Awareness Day
Hunger Awareness Day

Coffeehouse
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

PROUD FIESTA

Gospel Choir
Student Org. Council Mtg.
Alpha Sigma Lambda
Hunger Awareness Day
Woman Talk " Women and the Law"

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Sloan Lge
Col. Ctr Outside
Hutch. Lbry, Twnsnd
Sloan Lge
Browsing Rm
PA141
Fae. DR

Rm A
Hutch. Lby-CC Patio

poo

PM Edition
Friday, April 28, 1978

1 :00 p.m.
5:00- 7:00 p.m.
7:30- 8:30
9:00-10:00
10:30-11 :30
2:00- 5:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

4:00 p.m. till April 30, 1978
33 Hour Dance Marathon
Col Ctr Bldg
films : Diary of a Mad Housewife
Little Theatre
Duel of the Iron fists
Fashion Show
Little Theatre
Exodus Gospel Choir & Poetry Session " Inside Out" Little Theatre
Music by Eva Tricueles & Bill Deitz
Little Theatre
Films: " Reefer Madness" &
Little Theatre
" Night of the Living Dead"

Saturday, April 29, 1978

,.

10:00· 12:002:304:00-

2:00
1 :30
3:30
6:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

8:30-12:00 p.m.
12 :30- 2:00 a ..m.
9:00- 3:00 p.m.

Arts & Crafts
Little Theatre
Music by Sissy Santarsiero
Little Theatre
Magic Show : Dan Lemberg
Little Theatre
Film Festival : "G.T. & The Ally Cat"
Little Theatre
" Harold & The Purple Crayon" " Lomax by Dr. Suess"
Music by: " Richard Harris" "Owen Blotken &
The Mopeds" " Bob Mele" Mike Barton
" Dial M for Murder"
Craft and Antique Show
Outside Willis &
Hutch. Pkng Lots

Sunday, April 30, 1978

CCB Film " Through the Looking Glass"
Mass
Radio Station

7:30 p.m.
5:30
6:00

Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm

Monday, May 1, 1978

12 :30- 6:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
10:30 & 1 :40 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
4:30-End
7:40

" Odessa File" & "Gentlemen's Agreement"
75( presented by :
Jewish Club
Jazz Program Grove Margaret &
Za Zu Zaz (free)
Energy Program Lecture Robert Swann
Omega Psi Phi Mtg
Rotary Club
KCTV Mtg.
Energy Program

Tuesday, May 2, 1978

1:40
1 :40- 3:05
7:00-11 :00
6: 00-11 :00
All Day
1 :40- 3:05
3:05- 4:20
All Day
10-3 :05
1:40

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1:40
1 :40-,, 3:05 p.m.

\

7: 40-10:00
p.m.
,,

Wednesday, May 3, 1978

11 :00 a.m.
12-5 to 8
Sunset
All Day
All Day
7: 30-10:30 p.m.
9:30-E nd
9:25- 3:00 p.m.
12:00- 1 :30 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.

Spanish Social Club
Proud Meeting

Jazz Jams
Rho Theta Tau
Jewish Club Lecture " Neo-Nazism in America"
Dept. of Arts & Sciences
Dr. Amick Ed. Arts & Systems
Moldmaking/Casting Workshop Demo.
Lecture Restoration of Column Capital
Latex and Last Wax Casting
Jewish St. Union
KCFT
Dr. Banich EAS
Chem-Physics Dept.
IVCF
Council to Exceptional Ch ildren
Medical Technology Club
Raw Magazine
Marketing Communicat ion
CIAO " The Italian Club"
IFSC
Ci rcle K
FASA
ISA
Grub Street Write rPre- Law Club
Assa. of Computer Ma rketing
O uting Club
Spa nish Club
Si gma Beta Tau
Nu Th e ta Chi
Om ega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Ch i Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta P.
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sun Day Activities
1.V.C.f. Concert " He Lives"
" Jatra " Band " Journey to the Sun"
Various lectures and music throughout the day
Craft Arts Day - Spring Arts Festival
Jewish Club Kite Flying
Jewish Bluegrass Concert
All Coll ege Party
Arts De pt : Plast ics, Sand Full Mold
Castin g De monstration
Wom an Talk : Who Am I? Who Are You?
S/ A Film : Seven Per Cent Solution - Free

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Alumni Lge
Rm B
W202A

J232
J100
front Lge
Counseling Ctr
Browsing Rm

Browsing Rm
Alumni Lge
Rm A
W213
VE104
VE112
W300

W100
W211
C218
J201
CSS104
8109
VE113
VE114
W209

W207
Whitman Lge
VE112
J135
W307C
J102
CSS103
J130
)100

)130
)336
)138

)339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J134
C218
T208

VE211
W100
W402A

Outside Col Ctr
Will is, Hutch.
Ouside Col Ctr
VE Green
VE Green
VE118
. Col Ctr Cafe
VE104
Alumni Lge
W400
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Squires Record 8-5

Wildcats Run By Laxmen
by Paul Giorgio
Led by the efforts of a lightning
quick attack and an almost
equally mobile midfield, the
Villanova lacrosse team was able
to dispose of Kean's Stickmen,
15-9, in a game played at
Villanova last Saturday.
The Wildcats began to show
their amazing speed right from
the opening whistle as they took
the initial faceoff and quickly
moved ·the ball into the Kean

Now At Season Midpoint

next three goals, making the
goal area. Less than three
minutes into the game, at- score 6-1 as the first period
base runners. Bruce Bradley
On the 14th, Kean defeated
tack man Norris Beese took the ended.
played well however, gathering 3
Ramapo State by a score of 6-3 as
Villanova added their seventh
ball off an unsettled situation,
hits on the day.
Mike Ferrara pitched a strong
outran the Kean defense, then goal only seconds after the
The Squires next went out to
game. The victory lifted the
pumped a shot past goalie Ed second period faceoff when
Staten Island and picked up an
Squires record to 8-5. Ed Lu bas, a
Lugo to put the Wildcats ahead, Heime Hook took a pass from
easy victory, winning by a score
sophomore playing 3rd base, put
Beese and quick-sticked the ball
1-0.
of 6-1. Jerry Kupchek pitched a 6the game away by hitting a grand
The next two Wildcat scores into the net, increasing the
-hitter and Mike Ferrara had 3
slam home run.
were in similar fashion, both Wildcat lead to six goals.
r.b.i.'s.
coming off unsettled situations.
At this point, the Squires
On the 15th, Montclair State
The Squires are now at the
The second goal was scored by began a comeback effort which, handed Kean its fifth loss by a
midpoint of their season and are
middle Jules Bergman, who for a quarter and a half, had the score of 3-2. Dave Madison pitlooking forward to a strong
scooped up a groundball and Wildcats worried. M iddle Ray ched well but allowed too many
finish.
litera!ly ran by the Kean middies Bock began to surge for Kean by
and defensemen before slipp- sweeping past his man with the
ing the ball past the defenseless help of an E.J. Warren pick to
NEIi JERSEY STATE COLLEGE ATIILttIC COll'l'!IIENCI!
BASEBALL STAN!lI N<;S
Lugo. Less than a minute later, easily blast the ball by Ehmler
(Cameo Played Throuih April 23rd)
Beese added his second goal, and cut the Wildcat lead to five.
scoring again off an unsettled, The Squires then added two
NORTHl'.RN DIVISION
more goals before the_ half
semi-fastbreak situation.
Kean coach Hawley Waterman ended as attackmen Brian
then called a timeout in an effort Dunne and Warren Wallschla01/ERALL
w.
PCT.
CONJ'ERENCE
w.
PCT.
L.
L.
~
,650
l«JllTCLAIR STATE
s
1
.A13 ............. 13
to curb the Villanova momen- ger each tickled the twines to cut
WILLIAM l'ATERSON
.40il ..... .. ...... 10
8
.556
2
3
tum, and, for a few minutes, the the lead further, to three.
,556
6
JEIISEY CITY STATE
2
4
7
''333, t
t t
,700
6
4
• 200 ......... .... 14
RAMAPO
1
The third period saw the
strategy worked. Immediately
after the timeout, the Squires Squires continue their cometook the faceo ff and. settled the , back effort as Dunne scored his
ball in the Wildcat end. Once in second goal and middle Terry
S0tl11<ERN DIVIS IOIJ
Villanova territory, Squire at- Dwyre skidded a hockey-type
,600
<;LASSflORO STATE
8
6
0
1.000 . •. . . . • •. ••• • 12
tackman Marc Remoli took the slapshot past Ehmler to pull the
,456
TRENTON STATE
3
2
.600 ............. 11
13
ball, attempted a few fakes on his Unionites to within one. But that
KIWI
.53A
2
5
3
.400 ............. 8
,333
STOCKTON
STATE
8
1
5
.167
......
..
.....
4
man, then sped past the stunned was as close as Kean would
defense man and fired a .. shot come.
For the remainder of the afterwhich bounced off the stick of
goalie Emen Ehmler, then rolled noon, Villanova dominated the ·
into the goal, cutting the Kean action, again exhibiting their
superior team speed and fandeficit to two.
However, the Wildcats ended tastic fastbreak ability as they
the Squire retaliation effort quic- outscored the sagging Squires 8Mick Jagger, the international
pointed as International Conkly and proceeded to take back 3 for the remaining quarter and a rock star known for his love of
sultant to the Cosmos, it was anhalf to win the game going away.
the momentum by scoring the
soccer and cricket, has been apnounced by Neshui Ertegun,
Chairman of the Board of the
North American Soccer League
Champions. Jagger is a member
UN ION - The honors con- Palermo has won the NJCBCA year and played together. I'm of the famous Lords Cricket Club
in London .
tinue to pour in for the Kean Coach of the Year award.
looking forward to having all of
Jagger, who travels the worl d
College basketball team.
them back next season."
extensively as leader of the Roll" I'm really thrilled," Palermo
Joe Palermo, who two weeks
ing Stones will act in the capacity
ago was named New Jersey said. " I didn 't think you could
Kean finished with a 23-5
College Basketball Coach of the get it two years in a row. But all I record this season and won the of promotions consultant and
will make suggestions on the
Year by the New Jersey Basket- can say is that I didn't score a NCAA South Atlantic Regional
ball W riter's Associatio n, has point all year and cou ldn't have champio nship. They reached the Cosmos' wo rld tour after the
received the same award from done it w ithout a great bunch of final eight in the coun try before regu lar seaso n.
"I am pleased, said Ertegun,
the Coaches Association .
guys to work with.
being eliminated by Widener,
"that Mick, who very much loves
It is the second straight year
"The team worked hard all
who placed second .
soccer, will- now become so
visible on our behalf. All of us
who know him respect his judgment and promotional abilities.
He is a welcome addition to our
Willis 400
Cosmos family."
When in the United States,
&
Jagger will be a frequent visitor
to Cosmos games and, according
Free
to those who love Jagger, the artist, that makes everything " just
cricket."
t t

I It

t I I I

Cosmos Appoint Mick

Palermo Wins Another A ward

This is no time
to feel insecure
If you're going to make
the most of this exciting day, self-confidence
is impo.rtant. And Tampax
tampons can really help.
They're uniquely comfortable. In fact, once a
Tampax tampon is properly
ia place, you can't even
feel it.
And you never have to
worry about odor. Because
when a tampon is
in use, embarrassing odor
doesn't form. (Which is
why Tampax tampons don't
offer you a deodorant and the added expense
that goes with it.)
What's more, Tampax
tampons are designed to
conform to individual
body contours. So
there's less chance of
an accident.
Tampax tampons. Because
there'll never be another
day quite like today.
The internal protect ion more women trust

THE SEVEN-PER-CENT
SOLUTION

Date: May 3, 1978
Place:
Time : 3 p.m.
Adm ission:

8 p.m.

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION
FULL TIME/PART TIME
CC B Presents

Through The
Looking Glass
Sun., April 30, 1978
in the Little Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Admission 25¢

Stamng

CA THARINE BURGESS / LAURA NICHOLSON

~

A Quality Adult Film

Kimberlite Diamond Resources offers a truly
outstanding stJmmer opportunity to qualified
college students ...
• With a choice of working full time
or part time, days or evenings
• With a promise of continued
employment after the summer to those
who prove themselves
• With a chance to discover what well
may turn out to be a full-fledged
richly rewarding lifetime career.
• Minimum 2 years college.
NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Contact Jack Walters Call 212-248-0470;
Out of Town Toll Free 800-221-8570

~~ite

DIAMOND RESOURCES CO., LTD.
50 BROADWAY, NEW YORK , N.Y. 10004
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Food Protest Has No Effect On Cafeteria Lines
by Susan Farrell
Despite petitions, complaints,
threatened boycotts and visits to
President Weiss 'by concerned
students about poor food
quality, the cafeteria has sustained no loss, according to the
Cafeteria Staff Manager, Emma
Guenther.
"I can 't see any difference. I
thought it would effect us, but it
hasn 't. I thought it would be a
great letdown, but it isn't," she
stated.
The student uprising against
Cuisine Limited food has made
her a "nervous wreck. " She also
can.oot see what changes can be
made to improve the food
quality. All the food is made on
the premises and fresh food
comes in every we ek, nothing is
old or stale, according to Guenther.
·
"We -are all mothers, we

wouldn 't give anything we
couldn ' t eat ourselves," added
one of the eight members of the
cafeteria staff.
Guenther claims that her staff
rs trying their best. It is difficult
keeping up with the output of
sandwiches and hamburgers,
and she says they can ' t make
them fast enough .
" We try to please," she added .
" We try to ke ep the cafeteria
spotless. The tables are our duty,
but if students would pick up
after themselves it would help a
great deal. There are enough
garbage cans and no excuses."
Steve Pusak, director o f Cuisine limited Food Services at
Kean, refused to be interviewed
or eve n to mak e any comment
" without my boss present."
, " I'm busy, " Pusak stated when
asked if he had any comments to
make in Cuisine Limited 's
defense.

Student Council will meet tonight at 6:00 in Downs Hall Meeting Room A to decide on how to allonte your student activities fees to
urious funded groups. All students ue urged to attend this important
session.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Despite many complaints from the students, the cafeteria hu sustained no lou of profit.

Student Council -Readies ·
For Long Budget Meeting
by Robert Siniakin
Student Council will decide
tonight how to allocate the
$450,000 in student activity fees
to the 35 different funded
organizations on campus.
According to Treasurer Greg
Gomes, the budgets are based
on the needs of the constituents
of the particular funded group.
"Before a group Writes their
budget at the beginning of the
year, they feel out their group. If
they find a need to add a
program because it is in demand,
then they include it in the
budget. Also, if they feel a
program has become obsolete,
they delete it."
The Finance Board which is
responsible for overseeing how a
funded organization spends
their money is divided into four
sub-committees. Eac_h sub-committee· is responsible for the
budgets in that area . The four
areas are Departmental and
Special Interest Organizations,
Campus Service Organizations,
Campus Media, and Student
Government Committees.
Each sub-committee analyzes
the
funded
organizations
proposed budget and using certain criterion such as, how many
people it serves, the viability of
the programming, the total
amount the group received last
year, the sub-committee often

PROUD, SCSC No Show
(Continued from page 1)
7 days befor~."
Diaz again ripped the planning
of the festival, calling it " bad
organi'zation. " He pointed out
the pitfalls as late advertisement
and bad timing to hold such an
event.
According to Diaz, the Spanish
Cultural and Social Club and
PROUD did not have any input
into the planning of the festival.
He also stated that neither group
was ask'ed for any input by Third
World.

Minorities Voice
(Continued from page 1)

Photo by Jack Sievers

Greg Gomes, treasurer of Student Organization, explains the
processes that the Finance Board goes through to review each
funded group's budgei.
reduces the amount the group Board reaches a decision, the
asked for for various programs.
budgets then go to Student
After the sub-committee make
Council for the final decision.
The Council meeting will be
their cuts, the budgets are then
held in Downs Hall, meeting
brought to the Finance Board for
room A . The meeting is schedtheir approval of the altered
budgets. When the Finance uled to begin at 6:00 p.m.

that was covered was how to
reach
the - non-participating
minority students. Kevin Reddick, newly elected president of
TWM, suggested that " all of the
various media," should be utilized for this purpose. Although
each group offers a variety of
activities, they all suffer from
" apathy. "
A decision was approved to
have all the leaders of the groups
meet and discuss ways of improving
their
relationships
among the groups. All the
groups realized the need to have
a voice on campus and " unity" is
the crucial component.
The meeting ended after two
hours of formal interaction by all
the groups present. Many felt
that the meeting was a start of
positive communication which
has been fong overdue.

said study, whil e not necessarily
covering
every
conceivable
question is, in our opinion , the
best and the most practical
means of obtaining the quantitative information necessa ry for
making a responsibl e decision. "
Almost one month since this
proposal was approved by_
Student Council, the proposed
planning board is still in its preliminary stages. The Evening and
Graduate Student Council have
appointed their two representat ives within these past two
weeks.
According to Ray Parente,
president-elect,
Student
Organization 'Executive Board
will receive his nominations at
the board m eet ing on Wednesday, and hopefully be approved

at the council m eetin g to be held
tonight.

the studi es of the Center.

The Graduate Student Council
Parente feels that the board
has appointed their two reprewill approve his nominations, sentatives, Mary Toma and Pat
but if not he will be open to sugKeeshan, both council members.
gestions from both the Execu- . The Graduate Council has also
tive Board and council. He is sent out a newsletter asking for
judging the appointm ents on
res ponses about the plans for a
te rms of campus awareness and
new Center from Graduate
previous exp eri ence. Parente students. Thus far they have
also feels that it will be benereceived few repli es.
ticial to have the two reprePaul Edelen, one of th e writers
sen tativ es of the Student Center
·ot the resolution, feels that the
Board on Student Council.
process of getting the planning
The Evening Student Council board together is taking too
has appointed two representa- long. "I have tried to call at least
tives, Robert Yan us, president of tour m eetings of . th e council
Evening Council , and Arlene members to develop the planBrautigan, admini strative as- ning board, and all of those times
sista nt to the council. Both feel no one could get together. "
Dean of Students Pat Ippolito
that the planning board is a good
idea, and wish to start soon on teels that he is " more interested

To -prevent another unsuccessful Latin Festival next
year, Diaz stated that there is a
possibility that a representative
from PROUD, the Spanish Cultural and Social Club, and Third
World, would meet to plan out
the day-long activities . These
recommendations will then be
proposed to the Third World Executive Board so that they could
vote on the proposal.

Rdtaract Grows;
Needs
New Members
by Micki Egan

" Service Above Self" is the
motto of one of Kean 's newly
torm ed organizaiions.
The Rotaract Club -of New
Jersey, th e coll ege level Rotary
Club, consists of men and
women ages 18 to 30 who are interested in serving other p eople
as well as working closely with
other club m embers.
Three major projects, one in~
ternational , one vocational , and
one community, are carried out
· annually by Rotaract. This year,
the club is working to sponsor a
in getting things don e right than toster child for th e international
doing them fast." Ippolito is project.
Recently, new officers w ere
presen tly looking into feasibility
studi es and who is best equipped elected to executive positions.
President: Jack Sievers. Vice
to develop one.
President: Ray Grimes. TreasWhen approach ed about ad- urer: Chris Cottle. Secretary:
ding oth er members to the Maryanne Usher. Director of
Center Planning Board other Programming: Kathy Brooks.
than student representatives, the Director of Projects: Sal Cardaci.
Evening and Day Student Coun- D '·~ctor of Correspondence:
ci I represe ntatives both agreed Micki Egan. Director of Memthat th ere is a necessity for oth ers bership: Ray Parente.
The Rotaract club on this camto participate on the board .
People who were suggested pus is the first organized in New
were the schools' institutional jersey. It is sponsored by five
planner, Mike Hill, and perhaps local Rotary Clubs of this area.
A tentative date of May· 22 has
someone from Student Activities office who knows the rooms been set for the signing of the
that are used most often by the charter.
Meetings are held Mondays at
st ud ents. Both councils saw no
need for faculty to participate on 7:40 in Willis 202. New members
are always welcome.
the board.

Planning Board Forms Slowly
(Continued from page 1)

Ginarte summed up the
problem of the poor turnout by
statin~, " The problem with Third
World is that it has the Latin Festival every year and throws it
together."
When asked to comment on
the reasons why the Latin Festival
was unsuccessful, President of
Third World , Chris Cottle stated,
"I have no comment at this
time. "

